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=~you wish to get the most that ymr can dtit 
4 Precision Draping, you should get a form 

-: once and begin actually to do all the proc
~ses given in the lessons. Repeat them not 

~ce, but many times. The more you do them, 
e more you ·will gain. The purpose is not 

~,. to create a base pattern, but also to train 
~eye and mind to body lines. The seam 

.:::es indicated on the form diagram are your 
:-.:.;des for proportionate form lines. You can
--~ smdy them too closely or work with them 

often . 
Observe closely the style lines of garments. 

_-~~ce where fullness is absorbed by darts, 
-~. or seam lines. Notice ·where fullness is 
::1centrated and for what purpose. Observe 

dx action of seam lines on moving. figures; 
:ice how they look when one ·walks or sits. 

\.[ these things give you vital information for 
_ :::-e success of your work. 

-:De study of draping techniques gives you 
e:e best possible approach to any fit ting prob
.!£.Ul. Draping teaches coordina tion o( con
$l..-uct.lon lines with body lines. This is the 

~n.is book is the outgrowth of a sincere de
s=e :o help the young designer achieve her 

quickly and surely. 
T!le author has devoted almost a lifetime 
perfecting her knowledge of this method 
~-eloping design techniques. After many 

~of experience she feels qualified to state 
: cLT<tping is indeed the most satisfactory 

~nd of costume design development. 
Rc experience covers every branch of de-

tnfrod uction 

basis of fitting. As you progress with the drap
ing lessons, you will find all the mystery con
cerning fitting dissolved automatically by 
your new knowledge of contour, line, propor
tion. This, of course, can come only by con
tinued practice, observation, and applicalion. 

vVhen you become proficient, you may ac
complish, by draping, anything ·which could 
be done by pattern drafting. Draping gives 
you the advantage of being able to see exactly 
what may be done to improve the individual's 
contours. In other words, a little fullness 
added here, or a little length added there, may 
make a vast difference in the appearance. 

Draping teclmic1ues arc fitting processes as 
well as designing processes, so the two work 
together for a harmonious whole. Many times 
the style o£ a garment is lost in fitting it to the 
figure . In draping, you work out the design to 
compliment the figure. 

Draping makes you conscious of fitting lines 
and fashion details. After studying these les
sons, you will naturally make better selections 
when buying clothing. 

lX 

To the Reader of This Book 

signing, construction, and finishing women's 
clothing. She has used precision draping for 
every type of garment from simple spons 
clothes to elaborate evening gowns, from tai
lored suits to the dressiest dinner suits. Top
coats, capes, and wraps are easily handled by 
this method. In each instance, this method of 
interpretation has carried her successfully 
from idea to completed garment. 

T oo often you hear the statement that drap-
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ing is haphazard, unreliable. This may be 
true of the person draping on the figure with
out rules or a definite knowledge or line and 
proportion. Precision draping follows definite 
rules. Some say that only the highly gifted can 
expect to become proficient in this method. 
The author challenges this statement. The 
study of this method has, in many cases, devel
oped ability where no natural talent seemed 
to exist. 

This book lays down certain basic rules 
which, if studied and practiced consistently, 
will develop the ability to reproduce a gar
ment accurately from any design, whether it 
is an idea, sketch, or picture. 

If you want to be a designer, precision drap
ing should be your basic study. 

If you have sketching ability, a knowledge 
of color harmony and historic design, the 
study of this book will give you the mechanics 
needed for you to progress in the designing 
field. 

If you lack the ability to sketch but have 

. 
TO THE READER 

originality and designing inspiration, a study 
of this work will provide the medium of ex
pression for this talent. Success in designing 
may be assured. 

If you have neither sketching ability nor 
the designing inspiration you may develop, 
through this study, the ability to reproduce 
accurately the sketches and designs of others. 
This in itself is sufficient for a successful career 
as a draper. 

This study will provide the necessary train
ing to improve immeasurably the standard of 
workmanship for the people in any part of the 
garment industry. 

Fitters and alteration people will find that 
a study of precision draping will give them a 
basic figure knowledge which will help them 
to solve fitting problems. 

Last, but certainly not least, is the home
maker to whom this work is invaluable. It 
will reveal professional methods of construc
tion that will enable her to lift her dressmak
ing out of the "home sewers" class. 
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I. DREss FoRM. The commercial dress 
:orm, such as is used by dress manufacturers 
and custom dressmakers everywhere, is the 
best type form for the beginner to work upon. 
::r is solid and durable. I t is full length and 
ro\·ered with linen or twill so that materials 
:rre easily pinned to it. It has all the lines rep
:-esented by seams and has correct allowance 
:nr ease. These forms may also be ordered to 
:ndividual proportions. 

If you wish to use a miniature standard 
.:Crm, you may do so. T he instructions will 
"Ork out on the smaller scale as well as on 

:lte normal one. 
If you have a personal dress form with a 

~:ick surface, it should be covered with jersey, 
=uslin, or stockinet. Directions for cover
:::g forms will be found on page 4. 

You may have a form made to measure. 
T here are several types obtainable. 

You may even work on another person, but 
at the start this is difficult until you have 
learned the basic lines. You will find it easier 
to pin the paper on a person if she wears a 
tight-fitting garment such as a T-shirt or 
sweater. 

II. ScissORS. These should be of medium 
length, 6 to 10 inches, and sharp, but not too 
pointed. Rounded points are much more sat
isfactory for this type of work . 

III. TisSUE PAPER. Secure a good grade of 
tissue paper as it is more easily handled and 
does not tear as easily. This comes in sheets. 
T wenty-four by thirty-six inches is the best 
size, although smaller sizes may be used. 

You may wonder why we recommend tissue 
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paper instead of muslin. During \Vorld \ t\Tar 
II muslin was very difficult to secure so tissue 
paper was used in classes and found to be en
tirely saLisfacLory. It -.;vas so adequate that it 
is preferred for teaching the basic lessons on 
draping and has been used for advanced classes 
doing quite intricately designed drapes. 

Students working with tissue are more at 
ease and may do the same drape repeatedly 

until they have mastered the problem, with 
no sense of limitation about the waste of ma
terial which would be involved if muslin were 
used. Since the first lessons are mainly line 
and proportions, the tissue gives the student 
all that is required. Later, when grain and 
texture problems are involved, muslin may be 
used. Muslin may also be used for test drapes 
and fittings on individual work. 

DRAPING REQUIREMENT S 

IV. Pr:>Js. Pins should be size 5 or 6, and 
steel pins are best. 

V. PrNCUSlllON. When one is standing to 
drape, it is very convenient to have a pin
cushion fastened to the left arm so that one 
docs not need to make unnecessary move
ments in reaching for a pin. There are several 
types. One may secure a small pincushion 
filled with sa,.vdust and mount it on a bicycle 

clip to clasp around the arm above the elbov,r, 
or make a moon-shaped cushion to fasten on 
the wrist with a piece of elastic. Do not fill a 
cushion with cotton as pins ·v.rill not go into 
cotton easily. Sawdust or hair is the best filling. 

VI. RuLER. A 6-inch, transparent ruler is 
best. 

VII. SQUARE. Use an ordinary tailor's 
square . 
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::>RA.PING REQUIREMENTS 3 

YIII. T APE MEASURE. Compare it with a XI. SHOULDER PAD. For the draping of de-

.:--.lle or yardstick to be sure that your measure- sign detail you will need a shoulder pad on 

:::ems will check. the form as show·n in the illustration. (Cur-

IX. YARDSTICK. Be sure that it has a rent season requirement, 1947-48.) T here are 

-~ght, smooth edge. many types of pads to be found on the mar

X- TR..'\CING \VHEEL AND CARBON PAD. Use 

· ~neil carbon paper stretched over a 

pa::: ~ ed board and covered with cheese cloth 

I: ~,-ill not tear. Trace seams and markings 

--.- c::rbon board. 

ket, and one should be chosen to suit the indi

vidual's needs. The shoulder should be 

rounded and smooth. 

A good pad for this work may be made by 

cutting a square of muslin 7 inches by 7 inches 

and triangles of cotton half this size, then fold

ing the muslin over the cotton from corner to 

corner. The triangles of cotton are made in 

layers, each layer thinner on the square cor

ner so that the pad lvill be heavy on the folded 

side and thin on the outer edge. A triangle 

of cardboard or buckram should be placed 

under the pad on the shoulder to hold it I 

inch out from the shoulder point of the form 

and back even with the armscye at both ends. 

Pin firmly so that the point of the pad is on 

the shoulder line near the neckline. 



4 DRAPING REQUIREMENTS 

CovERING DREss FoRM wiTH J ERSEY oR STOCKINET 

I. Take two pieces of jersey or stockinet 
the width of the form at the widest point and 
the length of the solid portion of the form. 

' I ,,,·:''. 
•II ! ol • ol 

' 

~, , 
. 
' . 
' ' 

2. Lay one on the back of the form and one 
on the front, center of material on center of 
form. 

3. Pin the two pieces of jersey together on 
each side of the neck, then pin straight out 
on the shoulder line. 

4. Pin at each side at under-arm point. 

Pull evenly to stretch material straight and 
close to form. 

5. Pin at waistline on both sides. Pull 
evenly so as to keep the material straight on 
the form. 

6. Pin on each side of the hip line. 
7. Pin entire side seam from the under-arm 

point to the bottom of the form. 
8. You may have to repin these seams sev

eral times to stretch the material very tightly 
on the form. 

9. Cut the material V2 inch out from the 
pin line as shown in figure. 

10. Turn the edges of the seam allowance 
inside and whip together, being sure to keep 
the line straight and even. 

11. Fasten with thumbtacks on under side 
of form at the bottom . 

12. Place tape around the waistline and pin 
tightly. 

13. Place tape around the neckline or glue 
edge to the form. 

14. Material may also be glued around the 
armscye. 

15. You may mark lines with tape or grease 
pencil. Be sure to mark the body lines accu
rately or the drape will not be correct. 
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Chapter I 

Draping Main Dart Controls in Blouse Front, 

with Adaptation to Various Design Details 



Lesson 1 Dr a ping the Blouse with the Waistline Dart 

BASIC F ORM L INES 
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B ACK 

T he diagrams "Front" and "Back' ' give you the position o( the basic figu re lines which must be kept in mind when draping. 

From the first lesson you should constant!)' observe these lines so that they become a mental measuring stick to check pro

pcn:ions and contour. 

In a commercial dress form, these lines are <llready indicated by scams, hut these are not shown on a personal form. Yon 

~uld mark Lhem on the muslin form cover with tape, thread, or crayon. 

The points also should be marked. The standard hip line is 7 inches below the waistline; the lower hip line is 12 inches 

::llelow Lhc waistline. 

The first lessons will cover methods of se
curing each of eight different dart con trois for 
bust fullness in a blouse. From these basic les
sons you may develop any design you have in 
::rind for a blouse front. 

You will find lessons on methods of secur
:ng dart controls for fullness in the back of 
:.::te blouse. A basic sleeve drape and three 
basic skirt drapes are given. vVith all of these 
':"OU will have the foundation for your work of 
cesigning individual styles. 

All basic patterns are without seam allow
ances~ to avoid confusion in designing. All 

7 

seam allowances will be added after the pat
tern is designed. 

Remember that these lessons are basic 
training, beginning with a basic drape and 
developing only the simplest type of designing 
elements. They arc intended to give the stu
dent a sound foundation of line and propor
tion on which to build a thorough knowledge 
of design execution. 

The shoulder pad is kept on one side of the 
form, for checking your designed pattern as 
you go along. 

The basic drape is made ·without shoulder 
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pad, as the shoulder pad is a seasonal addition 
to the contour of the form. It may not be 
necessary in designing patterns for a coming 
season. 

The waistline dart is the most commonly 
used base pattern. It supplies fullness which 
may be gathered, tucked, or darted at the 
waistline. This is the simplest manner of dis
posing of excess material formed by the bust 
bulge. 

1. Place the tissue paper on the upper cen
ter front of the form extending the top 3 
inches beyond the center-front neckline. 

BLOUSE FRONT 

line and center-front waistline. Keep this line 
smooth and straight. 

3. Shape the neckline by cutting. Start from 
the front line, following accurately on the 
neckline. 

4. Pin at the shoulder line at the intersec
tion of the neckline and shoulder-seam line. 

5. Smooth the paper across the shoul<;ler, 
using the palm of the hand. The movement 

2. Place yo'!lr pins ;H the ~enter-front neck- is up the center front and across the shoulder. 
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·wAISTLINE DART 

6. Cut on the shoulder-seam line. You may 
:old over the excess paper on the shoulder
seam line. Use this fold as a cutting guide. 

7. Pin at shoulder point. 

8. Using the palm of the hand, smooth the 
:aper from the shoulder-seam line down the 
~.:!e-seam line . 

9 

9. Pin at the top of the side-seam line or 
under-arm point. 

l 0. Cut out armscye line, keeping the 
shoulder smooth. 

11. With the palm of the hand, smooth 
down the paper from top of side-seam line to 
the side waistline. Pin at the waistline. 
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12. Fold over the excess paper on the side
seam line and cut. 

13. Placing fingers at bust point, draw ex
cess paper in smoothly to form a waistline 
dart. (The dart should follow the side-front 
seam line.) Pin dart at waistline. 

14. Start cutting at the waistline from the 
side-seam line to the dart. 

BLOUSE FRONT 

15. Pin closely from bust point to waist to 
form a smooth dart. 

16. Then cut on the waistline from center
front line to the dart. 

17. Trim off the excess paper in the dart by 
cutting close to the pin line. 

18. The drape with the '\Vaist dart is now 
finished. 
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Lesson 2 Development of Drapes into Patterns 

A body pattern covers the body and is cor
rect as to size with no seam allo·wance or trim
ming seam lines. It conforms to natural body 
lines regardless of what fashion dictates on 
such things as shoulder width or height. This 
pattern may be used in any season by the 
application of the formula which governs 
fashion requirements. 

Commercial standard size ranges are only 
what certain manufacturers have decided 
upon as perfect for their purposes. A woman 
~\·hose measurements agree with one set of 
commercial measurements for a given size 
:::night not be fitted in garments of the same 
size made by another set of commercial meas
urements. So far we have no completely stand-

ardized size ranges acceptable to all manu
facturers. 

Commercial forms are used by manufac
turers to create garments for wholesale. These 
forms have case already allowed. They arc not 
made to body measurements but they are 
forms for garments of a certain size which 
may be worn by persons of varying measure
ments. 

In Lesson 1 you made a drape of a blouse 
with a waistline dart. If you have used a com
mercial form, follow the first set of directions 
to make your drape into a pattern. If you have 
used a personal form, follow the second di
rections. 

DRAPE MAnE oN CoMMERCIAL FoRM 

Waist Drape or Base Pattern with Shoulder Extension 

FRONT 

1. Remove drape from form and lay on stiff 
~per; trace around edges carefully, using a 
:-.ller for the straight edges. This is now a body 
~uern. 

BACK 

NoTE: The 194 7-48 silhouette reqmres 
addilion of widLh and height at shoulder. 
Therefore, provision must be made for this 
by extending the shoulder line up and out. 

11 
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2. Measure point~ inch up from shoulder 
point and draw straight line from intersection 
of neckline and shoulder line to this point. 
Extend this line l inch out from shoulder 
point. 

BLOUSE FRONT 

3. From this point draw a slightly curved 
line downward to meet armscye about half 
way. This extension is to be made on the back 
and front shoulder lines. 

A Foundation Pattern 

L,... .. - .... - _ _ ___ _____ ,.,..,... ,/"' 

FRONT 

A foundation pattern is used for checking 
size and for grading. It may or may not have 
seam allowances. '~ith the seam allowance 
it can be used as a plain blouse or lining. 

I. Place the drape on stiff paper; draw 
around it carefully, omitting the dart. 

2. With a ruler, draw seam allowance Vz 
inch wide from center front at neckline 

around the neck, over the shoulder, around 
armscye, do'ivn side scam, and across the waist
line. 

3. Mark notches in seam allowances as 
shown in illustrations. 

4. Mark dart with line of perforations. 

5. Mark fold at center front with three 
large perforations; cut on dotted line. 

BACK 

This finished foundat ion pattern may be 
used as blouse pattern as illustrated in sketch 
below. 
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PATTERNS 13 

Draping Design Detail 

I . When you have finished the stiff paper 
base pattern with shoulder adjustment, you 
may lay it on tissue paper and draw around 
it, enclosing the dart. 

2. Mark Y2-inch seam allowance around 
outside line (except center-front line) . 

3. Place on form over shoulder pad. Slash 
seam allowance at neck and armscye so it will 
fi t on the form. 

4. Pin the tissue pattern on the form to 
:.old it in place, and drape the excess tissue 
~ lhe dart into whatever design detail you 
...ave in mind. Make tucks, shirring, or small 
C..3.rts, as shown in the illustrations, or develop 
rhatever other design detail you wish to dis

F<J:Se of excess material in any one of the vari
czs dart controls. 

5. When you have the detail worked out to 
'":"CUI own satisfaction, mark detail folds, laps, 
5e2.IDS, etc., with pencil. 

6. Remove from the form. Unpin detail; 
..r. on stiff paper, and draw around it. 

; . Draw in detail. Mark seam allowances 

and complete the pattern with notches, fold 
signs, straight of material, etc. 

8. Cut out pattern. This is a designed pat
tern. 

This is called simple design draping be
cause it makes use of only the fullness sup
plied by the dart controls. As you advance, 
you will do more elaborate or complicated 

draping, adding more fullness by splitting and 
spreading basic pattern lines, or by adding 
more seam lines. When you become profi
cient you will drape your designed garment 
right on the form, using muslin. You "\·Vill not 
need to work with a basic pattern to establish 
body lines as you will be able to see them as 
you work. 

This ability comes only with constant ef
fort to see these lines mentally and by con
sistent practice to train your mind and hands 
to the "feel" of draping. 

These two illustrations are variations of the 
blouse with the waistline dart. 



14 BLOUSE FROKT 

A Designed Pattern 

FRONT 

1. Lay the foundation pattern on stiff 
paper; trace around the edges. 

2. Mark edges of dart on the waistline. 
3. Measure the width of the large dart, 

then divide by three. This is the width of each 
dart. 

1. Now measure the ·width of the large dart 

0 

• • • 0 

BACK 

and divide by two. At this point, center one 
of the three darts. At an equal distance on 
either side, place the other t\vo darts. 

!5 . Mark scam allowance with perforations. 
6. Mark fold on center front with three 

large perforations. 
7. Mark darts ·with small perforations. 
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PATTERNS 

DRAPE MADE oN A P ERSONAL FoRM 

If you are using a personal form, make the 
following adjustments. This drape needs side 
seam adjustment as well as shoulder adjust
ment since there is no allowance for case. 

FRONT 

Personal Drape with Shoulder and Side Seam 
Extension 

1. Follow instructions given previously for 
.:!:oulder extension. 

2. To make side-seam extension, mark a 
?Oint V2 inch down on side scam. 

3. At this point mark a point !4 inch out 
rrom the side seam. 

4-. Draw a curved line from this last point 
to meet the extended side-seam point halfway 
6:mn the armscye. 

5. Draw a line from the point marked in 
s:ep 3 to the bottom of the side seam. 

6. Cut out on the new lines as shown in the 
=ustrations. This is now the block, ·which 
J:....J.:· be changed into a foundation or designed 
paaern by follmving directions above, 

' I 
I 

/ 
/ 

/ r-

FRONT 

BACK 

.BLousE CoMPLETED 

15 



Lesson 3 Draping the Blouse with the Shoulder Dart 

ADAPTATIONS OF THE SHOULDER DART DRAP£ 

The shoulder dart drape may be varied in the following ways (left to right): with the fullness shirred, with the fullness 

tucked, with the fullness used in smocking. 

The shoulder dart is widely used as it sup
plies fullness at the shoulder to be used in 
tucks, darts, shjrring, etc. These are simple 
design elements easily adapted. 

1. Place the tissue paper on the upper cen
ter-front line of the form, extending the top 
·3 inches beyond the center-front neckline. 

2. Place your pins at the center-front neck
line and center-front waistline. Keep this line 
smooth and straight. 

16 

3. The movement of the palm is down
ward, making the drape smooth over the waist 
to the side-seam line. 

4. Cut along the waistline. 
5. Pin at the intersection of the waistline 

and the side-seam line. 
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SHOULDER DART 

6. With the palm, push all the fullness to 
the shoulder. 

7. Pin at the 'top of the side-seam line. 
8. Usc this line as a cutting guide and cut 

:.o waistline. 
9. Smooth the paper straight up around 

:mnscye to shoulder point. 

. 17 

10. Pin at the shoulder point. 
11. Cut out the armscye . 

12. Cut around the neckline. 
13. Pin at the intersection of the neckline 

and shoulder line. 
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14. Starting from the bust point, pull in all 
the excess paper to form a shoulder dart. The 
shoulder dart should be in the center of the 
shoulder line at the side-front seam line. 

15. Pin the dart in carefully. 
16. Starting at the shoulder point, cut 

along the shoulder-seam line to dart. 

BLOUSE FRONT 

17. From the neckline, cut along shoulder
seam line to dart. 

18. Trim off the excess dart by cutting 
close to the pinned line. 

19. The drape ·with the shoulder dart is 
no·v.r finished. 

SHOULDER DRAPE WITH SHOULDER EXTENSION MADE I NTO A FOUNDATION PATTERN 

(See instructions in Lesson 2 for shoulder 
extension.) 

If you have trouble extending the shoulder 
of your drape (with shoulder dart), you may 
use this device: 

Lay shoulder of drape, with dart closed, on 
stiff paper. Draw around it from neckline to 
bottom of armscye. Mark the dart on the 

shoulder line. Use directions in Lesson 2 to 
make your shoulder extension. See illustra
tion. Cut this out, then cut in two where the 

dart is marked. Now lay the neckline section 
of device under the inner section of drape 
shoulder, matching original shoulder seams. 
Lay outer section of device under shoulder 
line on outer shoulder, matching original 
shoulder line. 
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0 • 

FRONT BACK BLOUSE MADE FROM 

FOUNDATION PATTERN 

Draw around this on your stiff paper and 
continue around drape. You will have your 

shoulder extension on the pattern of drape 
(with shoulder dart) . 

DRAPING SHOULDER DETAIL I 

1. Place base pattern with shoulder exten
sion on tissue paper. Draw around it, includ
ing excess in dart, and remove. Mark seam al
lowance Y2 inch around all but center-(Tont 
line. 

2. Cut out and place on form over shoul
der pad. 

3. Slash seam allowance at neck and arm
scye to allow pattern to fit smoothly on the 
form, with seam allowance lapping original 
seam lines Y2 inch. 

4. Pin at center-front neckline, shoulder 
line, shoulder point, top of under-arm line, 
waistline at under-arm, and waistline at cen
ter front. 

5. Fold excess material in dart in four 
equal tucks, lapping out'\-vard. 

6. Pin tucks in 2 inches from the shoulder 
line. 

7. Remove tissue from form, unpin, and 
place on stiff paper. 

8. Draw around tissue paper and mark 
tucks on stiff paper pattern. 

9. Complete pattern with seam allowance 
and notches; mark center-front fold and cut 
out. 

You now have a finished pattern of blouse 
with shoulder detail. 
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DRAPING SHOULDER DETAIL II 

Follow directions given above. 'When you 
have the tissue pattern pinned onto the form 
you may begin to drape detail. 

1. Smooth tissue out over shoulder to 

within 1 inch of edge of shoulder. 
2. Mark scallops on tissue and cut from 

shoulder to end of second scallop. 
3. Smooth tissue in from shoulder to end 

of first scallop and pin. 
4. Adjust fullness evenly under scallop and 

pm. 
5. Mark edge of scallops on under section 

of pattern with pencil. 
6. Remove from figure and unpin detail. 
7. Lay tissue pattern on stiff paper and 

draw around edge of pattern. 
8. Draw detail on stiff pattern. Mark seam 

allo'\vance on scallop and mark line to which 
scallops lay. Mark for gathers as indicated by 
small dots. 

9. Complete pattern as directed in first 
shoulder dart instructions. Cut out. 

Nov,r you have a finished pattern of second 
shoulder detail. 

BLOUSE FRONT 

D RAPING SHOULDER D ETAIL III 

Follow the previous instructions until the 
tissue pattern is pinned on the form except 
for shoulder fullness. 

I . Measure in from armscye and down 
from the shoulder to a point 5 inches from 
the shoulder and 3 inches from armscye. 

2. Draw lower tab 2V2 inches square and 
add a point. 

3. Draw upper tab 2 inches from neckline 
on the shoulder line and cut around the tabs 
carefully. 

4. Gather in the fullness under the tab and 
p in down. Seam allowance of Vs inch will be 
enough. 

5. Remove from the form. Lay on stiff 
paper and draw around it, marking detail, 
seam allowance, notches, etc., as directed pre
viously. 

You now have a finished pattern of the 
third shoulder detail. ' 
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SHOULDER DART 

DRAPING SHOULDER D ETAIL IV 

Follow previous instructions for shoulder 
detail. 

1. When tissue paper pattern is pinned on 
form except for shoulder-dart fullness, pull all 
the excess tissue over toward the shoulder 
point. 

2. Fold tissue so that the edge of fold is on 
the seam l ine at the shoulder point. Pin about 
3 inches to hold the pleat in place. 

3. Remove tissue pattern from the form 
and complete as previously directed. 

Now you have a finished pattern of the 
fourth shoulder detail. 

21 



Lesson 4 Draping the Blouse with the Combination 

Combination darts are used to supply fullness as shown (left to right): as shirring, as plain darts, as tucks. 

Combination darts are popular as they 
combine the purposes of the waist dart and 
the shoulder dart. These darts form the side
front lines on a princess style garment. They 
are especially useful for a figure with a large 
bust, as they divide the fullness between 
shoulder and waistline in balanced propor
tions. 

inches beyond the center-front nccklin 
2. Place the pins at the center-front nee~ 

line and the center-front waistline. Keep thu 
line smooth and straight. I 

3. vVith your palm, smooth the paper di-
1. Place the paper on the upper center- rectly over the bust point to the side-seam 

front line of the form, extending the top 3 line. Place pin at the top of the side-seam line. 
22 
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COMBINATION DARTS 

:-.JoTE: On the larger flgure, the paper should 
be lowered at the side seam. O n flat-chested 
figures, the paper should be lifted slightly to 
equalize darts. 

4. With the palm of the hand, smooth the 
paper over the form from the top of the side
seam line to the shoulder. 

5. Pin at the shoulder point. 
6. Cut out armscye, following the line ac

curately. 

7. Pin at the waist side-seam line. 
8. Cut off the excess paper on the side-seam 

line. 
9. Placing the fingers on the bust point, 

23 

draw in excess paper to form a waistline dart. 
Pin at waistline. 

10. Pin the dart in carefully, close to form. 

11 . Cut off excess paper on the dart. 
12. Cut on the waistline. 
13. Starting at the center-front line, cut 

out the neckline. Pin at the intersection of 
the neckline and shoulder line. 

14. Starting from the bust point, gather up 
the excess paper to form a shoulder dart. Pin 
at shoulder line. 

15. Pin the dart carefully, close to the form . 
16. Cut off the excess paper on the shoul

der-seam line. Trim off excess paper in the 
dart. Cut on pin line. 
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17. The drape with the combination dart 
is now finished. 
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To make this drape into a foundation pat
tern, remove the drape from the figure. In 

Lesson 2 we showed you how to make your 

shoulder extension. Do this process now. Use 
device given in Lesson 3 for shoulder detail. 

To review the other steps briefly: Add a 
Y2-inch seam allowance. Mark the dart with 

perforations. (The length of the dart would 
be two-thirds the length of the original.) Mark 

the center front with 3 perforations to indi
cate the fold and mark the notches at the 
shoulder line, armscye, and side-seam line. 

Using your foundation pattern, you can 

change it into a designed pattern by the fol
lowing steps: Mark the seam allo·wance with 

small perforations. Again mark the notches 
at the shoulder line, armscye, and side-seam 

line; mark the center front with 3 perfora

tions to indicate the fold. (For more complete 
information, refer back to Lesson 2.) 

If you wish to use this pattern to develop 
the blouse ·with three tucks on the shoulder 

BLOUSE FRO 

-- -----

and three also at the waistline, sho·wn on 

22, you may measure the space of the darts 

the waistline and at the shoulder and clivi 
each of these measurements by three. 

·will give you the width of each of the three 

tucks in the two places. These should be 

measured evenly and marked on the pattern as 
shown above. 

Basque Blouse Made from Foundation 
Pattern Which Has .Been Extended 

2 Inches Below \'Vaistline 
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COMBINATION DARTS 

DRAPING COMBINATION DETAIL I 

I. When you have completed your drape 
of the blouse with the combination darts and 
e.xtended the shoulder as shown above, your 
base pattern with shoulder extension may be 
laid on tissue paper. Draw around it, includ
ing the darts, and remove. 

2. Mark seam allowance around all but the 
reater-front edge. 

3. Cut out and place on form over shoul
:zr pad. Pin at each point. 

4. Slash seam allowance at neckline and 
~eye so tissue will fit form smoothly. 

3. Gather fullness in at shoulder and pin 
:n seam line. 

6 . Gather fullness at waistline and pin on 
seam line. 

; . Mark where gathers begin and end on 
;::,::e seam lines. 

.: . Remove fr~m the form and lay on stiff 
-aper. Draw around it. 

~- Mark points for ends of gathers at shoul
c..cs and waistline. Remove drape. 

:0. Mark stiff paper pattern ·with row of 
c.ctS between points for gathering and com
~~e pattern as shown in Lesson 2. 
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DRAPll\G COMBINATION DETAIL II 

1. Follow directions given for detail I 
through number 4. 

2. Lay in pleats on shoulder and pin. Cut 
V shape, like lovver edge of yoke detail, about 
4 inches down from the shoulder line. 

3. Fold piece cut from shoulder to fit over
pleats and form yoke as sho·wn in the illus
tration. 

4. Pin on edge and mark lap with pencil, 
turning under the lap ~ inch. 

5. Mark lap with pencil around lower and 
inner side of yoke detail. 

6. Lay in pleats at waistline and pin. 
7. Mark lap on pleats with pencil. 
8. Remove drape from form and unpin. 
9. Lay drape on stiff paper and draw 

around it . 
10. Draw seam allowances and lap on de

tail. 



Lesson 5 Draping the Blouse with the Under-arm Dart 

The under-arm dan drape may be used as a hase for any of the above designs. The blouse on the left illustrates the use of 

the dart as tucks; center, the darts gathered on the side scam; right, the dan left plain. Directions are given below for making 
the vest shown at the right. 

The under-arm dart is used when smoothly 
fitted bust and waistline are desired without 
breaking the front area with waist-dart or 
shoulder-dart lines. 

line and center-front waistline. Keep this line 
smooth and straight. 

3. Shape the neckline by cutting. Start 
I. Place the tissue paper on the upper cen- from the front and follow the neckline accu

ter-front line of the form, extending the top rately. 
3 inches above the center-front neckline. 4. Pin at the intersection of the neckline 

2. Place your pins at the center-front neck- and shoulder-seam line. 
26 
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UNDER-ARM DART 

5. Smooth out the shoulder line, using the 
palm of the hand. The movement is up the 
center front and across the shoulder. 

6. Pin at shoulder point. 
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9. Starting at the lower center-front line, 
push, with your palm, all the fullness over the 
lo,'lrer waist to form an under-arm dart. 

10. Pin at lower side-seam line. 
11. Cut off excess paper on waistline. 

12. From the bust point, draw in all the 
- . Cut on the shoulder-seam line. Fold the fullness to the side-seam line. Pin at the side-

~per on the line, using the fold as a culling 
:-.!ide. 

5. Again smooth the paper dm.vn around 
...:.e armscye line. Pin at the top on the side
~ line. Cut on the armscye line. 

seam line. 
13 . Pin in dart carefully, close to form. 
14. Trim off the excess paper in dart, cut

ting on pinned line. 
15. Cut off excess paper on side-seam line. 
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16. The drape with the under-arm dart is 
now finished. 

To make a foundation pattern as below, 
follow the directions given in Lesson 2. 

0 
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To make the vest in the illustration at the 
beginning of the lesson foll01v these direc
tions. 

l. Lay base pattern (remember to make 
shoulder extension) on stiff paper and trace 
around it. 

2. Extend center-front line l inch. 

0 

0 

0 I 

BLOUSE FRO 

0 0 0 
0 0 0 

3. Change neckline to suit individual re
quirements as indicated in diagram. 

4. Lengthen waist I inch at side seam. 
5. Make a mark on waistline 3 inches from 

the center front. Measure down 2 inches. 
Make a point. 

6. Draw a line from bottom of new center
front line to this point and straight to bottom 
of extended side seam. 

7. Mark 1'2-inch seam allowance around 
new outer line. 

8. Cut on this line. 

9. Mark dart, making dart two-thirds origi
nal length. 
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:0. Mark line indicating straight of ma
...!'.:lll. 

: 1. Extend waistline 1 inch on back of pat
~. 

0 0 0 

0 

0 

roil ow directions in Lesson 2 for designed 
p.:~ern. 

~OTE : These examples have been given to 
z.:. ·.-ou see the possibilities of this drape. vVe 

::I give you detailed information as to fac-
1-;:., etc., later. 
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DRAPING UNDER-ARM DETAIL 

1. When you have completed your base 
pattern (with shoulder extension) of blouse 
with under-ann dart, lay it on tissue. 

2. Draw around it, omi tting the dart. 
3. Draw seam allowance on all but center

front line and cut out. 
4. Lay on form over shoulder pads and pin 

at all points. 
5. Lay excess tissue in 4 pleats, pin in, and 

mark lap of pleats. 
6. Straighten under-arm scam. 
7. Remove from form, unpin, and lay on 

stiff paper. 
8. Draw around it, mark seam allowances, 

detail, etc. 
9. Complete as directed in Lesson 2. 



Chapter II 

Draping Auxiliary Dart Controls in Blouse 

Front, with Adaptation to Various Details 



Lesson 6 Draping the Blouse with the French Dart 

These blouses show the use of the French dart. Left, the fullness is shirred on the side seam. Right, three small dar1s, 

cich absorb the fullness, are stitched to look like tucks. 

This dart control is so named because of its 
-;de use by the French couturier. It is very 
....;;lttering to the waistline and gives the ap
.earance of a higher bust line. 

I. Place the tissue paper on the upper cen-

line and center-front waistline. Keep this line 
smooth and straight. 

re:--front line of the form, extending the top 3. Shape the neckline by cutting. Start 
_ .:.nches above the center-front neckline. from the front and follow the neckline care-

.., Place your pins at the center-front neck- fully. 
33 
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4. Pin at the in tersection of the neckline 
and the shoulder-seam line. 

5. Smooth out the shoulder line, using the 
palm of the hand. T he movement is up the 
center front and alTOss the shoulder. Pin at 
shoulder point. 

6. Cut on the shoulder-seam line. Fold the 
paper on the line, using the fold as a cutting 
guide. 

7. Again smooth the paper down around 
the armscye line. Pin at the top of the side
seam line. 

8. The French dart begins 2 inches up 
from the waistline at the side seam. Smooth 
paper down to this point with the palm of 
the hand. Trim off the excess paper on the 
side-seam line. 

9. Starting at the lmver center-front line, 
push, with the palm, all the fullness over the 
lower waist to the side-seam line. 

10. Pin at the lower side-seam line. 
11. Cut off excess paper on the ,,.· u~ -.~ ... 

line. 
12. From the bust point, draw in all 

fullness to make the French dart. 
13. Pin the dart in carefully, close to the 

fo rm. 
14. Trim all the excess paper in the dart, 

cutting on pinned line. 
15. Cut off excess paper on the side-seam 

line. 

_J. __ -l 
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\/ 

16. T he drape with the French dart is now 
finished. 
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FOUNDATION P ATTERN AND DESIGNED 

PATTERN FOR BLOUSE WITH FRENCH DART 
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To make foundation pattern for a blouse 
__:: the French dart, apply instructions given 

.::. :...es.son 2 for making foundation pattern. 
-:-- make blouse with single French dart, 

.en dart to two-thirds original length and 
__._?lete the pattern. 
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-:- make designed pattern, use directions 
- in Lesson 2. 
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When using shirring or small tucks, draw a 
rounded line between bottom of dart and the 
notch on side seam. For tucks or small darts, 
divide width of dart into thirds. This is the 
width of each small dart. Space evenly and 
make darts about 3 inches long. For shirring, 
gather on side-seam line from notch to lower 
edge of dart or 2 inches above waistline. 

DRAPING TilE FRENCH DART DETAIL 

1. Follow the directions given in Lesson 5, 
through number 4. Lay excess tissue in 3 
small box pleats. 

2. Pin detail and mark lap of pleats with 
pencil. 

3. Straighten side seam. 
4. Remove from form, and unpin detail. 
5. Lay on stiff paper and draw around it. 
6. Draw in detail on stiff paper pattern. 
7. Complete pattern, marking seam allow

ances, notches, etc. Cut out. 



Lesson 7 Draping the Blouse with the Neckline Dart 

In the first illustration, the fullness is shirred at the neckline. Tucks take up the excess fullness in the second figure. The 

third blouse is trimmed with openings at the neckline (see dir ections below). Smocking makes the attractive neckline at the 
extreme right. 

This dart control brings excess material to 
the neckline, where it may be utilized in vari
ous ways to form interesting and becoming 
design details. 

l. Place the paper on the upper center
front line of the form, extending the top 3 
inches above the center-front neckline. 

2. Place the pins at the center-front neck
line and center-front waistline. Keep this line 
smooth and straight. 

3. The movement of the palm is downward 
and back, making the paper smooth over the 
waistline to the side-seam line. 

4. Cut along the waistline, 
36 
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5. Pin at the in tersection of the waistline 
md side-seam line. 

6. W ith the palm, push all the fullness to 
;be top of the side-seam line . 

7. Pin at the top of the side-seam line. 

8. Cu t off the excess paper at the side-seam 

:ine. Use fold as the cutting guide. 
9. With the palm, smooth the paper up 

~ound the armscye line to the shoulder point. 

10. Cut around the armscye line. 

11. Pin at the shoulder point. 

37 

12. 'With the palm, smooth the fullness 
again to the neckline. Pin at the in tersection 
or the neckline and shoulder-seam line. 

13. Cut the shoulder-seam line. 

14. Placing the fingers at the bust point, 
gather in all the ful~ness, starting from the 
bust point, to the center of the neckline. Pin 
at the neckline. 

15. Cut the neckline from shoulder-seam 
line to dart. 

16. Pin the dart carefully, close to the 
form. 

17. Cut the neckline from center-front line 
to dart. 

I 
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18. Cut off excess paper in dart close to pin 
line. 

19. You now have finished the drape with 
a neckline dart. 
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To make foundation pattern, remove drape 
from the form and proceed as directed in 
Lesson 2. 

BLOUSE FRONT 

-- ~----

To make designed pattern for blouse with 
neckline open as trimming, as shown at the 

beginning of this lesson, follow these direc
tions. 

. I. Draw curving line from one edge of dart 

to the other. 
2. Measure dart width and make mark on 

neckline at center of dart. 
3. Make a mark V2 inch each way from cen

ter of dart . T hese are the inner edges of open
ings. 

4. Measure out each way from the inner
edge point Y2 the width of the original dart 
on the neckline. 

5. Measure depth of openings 3 or 4 inches 
down from the neckline. 

6. Draw rounded lines do·wn at these 

points. 
7. Mark }4 -inch seam allowance inside 

openings. 

8. Follow directions in Lesson 2. 
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DRAPING NECKLINE DETAIL I 

: _ Prepare tissue drape as previously di
~ed and pin on form over shoulder pad at 
~point. 

__ Gather excess tissue in at neck and pin 
::t:. ::.eckline. 

..! _ .\fark where shirring begins and ends. 
~gbten neckline. 

7 Remove from form. 
:: Lay tissue drape on stiff paper. Draw 

d it and mark· for shirring with row of 
.:s between points marked on tissue. 
- Complete pattern; mark seam allow
....=s. straight of material, notches, etc. 
_-ou D O"'·V have a blouse front pattern with 
·' as in the first blouse at the beginning of 
:esson . 
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DRAPI:-.IG NECKLINE DETAIL II 

1. Prepare tissue drape as in detail I. 

2. Lay excess tissue in pleats at neckline 
and pin the pleats. 

3. Mark edge and lap of pleats with pencil. 

4. Remove from form. 

5. Lay tissue drape on stiff paper, draw 
around it, and mark detail. 

6. Complete the pattern. 

You no~.v have a pattern for a blouse front 
with pleated detail as shown at the beginning 

of this lesson, except that the pattern has four 
pleats. 



Lesson 8 Draping the Blouse with the Center-front Do 

Many small tucks take up the fullness in the illustration on the left, fullness is shirred on the center-front seam line 

the center figure, and fou r ~mall tucks shape the center front in the illustration on the right. 

The center-front dart, which brings the 
excess material to the cen ter of the blouse 
front where it may be draped, gathered, or 
tucked, gives a most decorative effect and is 
very becoming to a straight figure. 

1. Place the paper on the center-front line 
of the form, extending the top 3 inches above 
the center-front neckline. 

40 

2. While you are holding the paper on 
for m, pin at waistline and bust line. 

3. With the palm of the hand, push all 
fullness to the top of the side-seam line. 

4. Cut on the waistline, removing "'""'-·'-""" 
paper. 

5. Pin at lower side-seam line. 
6. \J\Tith the palm of the hand, push all the 

fullness to the top of the side-seam line. 
7. Pin at the top side-seam line. 
8. Cut off excess paper on side-seam line. 
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9. Push all the fullness around the armscye 
:.ine over toward the neckline. 

10. Pin at the shoulder point. 
11. Cut on the armscye line foliolving the 

illle carefully. 

12. With the palm of the hand, smooth 
out the fullness across the shoulder and pin at 
::.he intersection of the neckline and shoulder 
:in e. 

13. Cut off the excess paper on the shoul
cer-seam line. 
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14. With the palm of the hand, smooth out 
the fullness around the neck toward the cen
ter-front line. Pin at the base of the neck. 

15. Carefully cut out the neckline. 

16. From the bust point, draw in the full
ness to make the center-front dart. Pin on the 
center-front line. This dart should be parallel 
to the waistline. 

17. Carefully pin dart in close to form. 
18. Cut off dart excess on pin line. 
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19. Cut off excess paper on the center-front 
line, from the dart to the neckline. 

20. You now have finished the drape with 
the center-front dart. 
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To make a foundation pattern, follow di
rections g-iven in Lesson 2. 

BLOUSE FRONT 

T o make a base pattern with shoulder ex
tension for blouse with four small tucks at 
center front (shown at the beginning of this 
lesson), use the following directions. 

1. Mark rounding line on the front of pat
tern from edge to edge of dart. 

2. Mark top center front to cut on fold. 
3. Mark four tucks to take out width of 

dart. 
4. Mark notches. 
5. Mark seam allowances. 

• 
0 0 
0 0 
ooooo oooooo 

To make designed pattern for blouse with 
shirring at center front (shown at the begin
ning of this lesson), use following directions. 

1. Follow directions given in Lesson 2. 
2. Mark for shirring on center-front line 

from notch to notch. 
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I. DRAPING THE CENTER-FRONT DETAIL, 

TuCKED 

1. Prepare tissue drape as directed in pre
Yious lessons except leave seam allowance half
·way up center-front seam. 

2. Place on form and pin at all points. 
3. Drape in excess tissue to form three 

rucks. Pin in. 
4. Mark edge and lap of tucks. 
5. Remove from form. 
6. Unpin detail and lay drape on stiff paper. 

Draw around it and mark detail on stiff paper 
pattern. 

7. You have now finished the drape of cen
:er-front detail, tucked, except that there are 
only three tucks in this detail. 
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II. DRAPING THE CENTER-FRONT DETAIL, 

SHIRRED 

1. Prepare tissue drape as directed in pre
vious lessons, except leave seam allowance on 
center-front seam. 

2. Place on form over shoulder pad and 

pin at all points. 

3. Adjust fullness and pin on center-front 

seam line. 

4. Mark where gathers begin and end. 

5. Remove from form. 

6. Mark gathers with dots and complete on 

stiff paper as in directions for making designed 

pattern. 



Lesson 9 Draping the Blouse with the Armscye Dart 

The fullness derived from this dart may be gathered into a slash dart, as in the figure at the left, or it may be used in 
a tailored detail, as in the other two figures. 

This dart control is usually adapted to close
fitting garments. '\'\lays in which it can be used 
as a design detail are in achieving a yoke effect, 
or as a pocket slash, or as a line on which to 
set a decorative band with buttons. However, 
it is more often used as a utility dart rather 
than as a design detail. 

1. Place the paper on the upper center
front line of the form, extending the top 3 
inches above the center-front neckline. 
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2. Place the pin at the center-front neck
line and the one at the center-front waistline. 
Keep this line smooth and straight. 

3. '\..Yith the palm of the hand, smooth the 
paper across waistline to side-seam line. 

4. Place a pin at the lower side-seam line. 
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.5. Cut off the excess paper on the 1vaistline, 
:=::-:n the center-front line to the side-seam 

I 

" ' ith the palm of the hand, smooth up 
-ide-scam line to the under-arm point. 

- Pin at the under-arm point. 
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8. Cut off the excess paper on the side-seam 
line. 

9. With the palm of the hand, smooth the 
paper across the shoulder line . 

10. Carefully cut around the neckline, fol
lowing the line accurately. 

11. Pin at the intersection of the neckline 
and the shoulder line. 

12. Smooth across the shoulder line and pin 
at shoulder point. 

13. Cut off excess paper on shoulder line. 
14. Starting from the bust point, draw up 

all the fullness to form the armscye dart. 
NoTE: The dart line goes from the bust to 
the point of the top of the deepest curve. 
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15. Pin the dart in carefully, close to the 
form. 

16. Cut out the armscye line. 
17. Trim off excess paper in dart. 

18. The drape with the armscye dart IS 

now finished. 
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BLOUSE FRO 
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The armscye dart may be used as i t is by 

shortening it to % original length. The 
foundation pattern for a blouse wi th armscye 
dart is shown in illustration. See directions 
for making foundation pattern in Lesson 2. 
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To make the designed pattern for blouse 
with dart fullness gathered into a slash dart: 
star t with foundaLion pattern. Draw a 1-inch 
line straight in toward center of pattern, be
ginning 1 inch above top of armscye dart. 
Draw a straight line from inner end of this line 
to armscye, 1 inch above lower edge of dart.. 
Mark for gathering on this line (see directions 
for making designed pattern, Lesson 2). 
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!~R~ISCYE DART 

DRAPING ARMSCYE DETAIL I 

1. After tissue drape is pinned on form 
er shoulder pad, smooth the fullness down 

4.':Qut halfway from the shoulder and pin. 

2. Start at the top of the dart on the arm
~ and cut 1 inches in toward the center 
-~~ on line sloping slightly downward. 

: Turn under y.l inch for scam allowance, 
:s::ing fullness under it evenly, and pin . 
· ?\fark lap on gathered side with a pencil. 
• Remove from the form and unpin detail. 
· Lay tissue drape on stiff paper and draw 

d it. 
- ?\lark deta il. Cut off excess paper except 

me scam allowance on under side of the 

~fark gathering with a row of dots. 
__ Complete pattern with detail as shown 

e. 

_ ·::nE: One .should always make the slash 
_·.-ard because as the material is pushed 
-=d for .gather-s it fills in the space. H cut 
-:.:d the material when pushed inward 

,; be too short to reach the distance re
to fill the space for the gathers. 

~cis slash may have a pocket flap inserted 
1: nriation p£ .cl<:t4il which is inte1:esti~g. 
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DRAPING ARMSCYE D ETAIL II 

I. After tissue drape is pinned on form 
over shoulder pad, smooth down the fullness 
to middle of armscye and pin. 

2. Mark slightly curving line about 4 
inches long tmvard center front, then down
ward about 2 inches. 

3. Cut V2 inch down from line and turn 
under for seam allowance. 

1. Now smooth under side up and in. Mark 
corresponding line on under side. Allow V2 
inch for scam allowance and turn under. 

5. Slip another piece of tissue underneath 
detail and pin so that edges of detail meet. 
(This may be top stitched to form slot seam 

detail.) Mark lap on under piece of tissue 
with pencil. 

6. Remove drape from form and unpin. 
7. Lay drape on stiff paper and draw 

around it. 
8. Mark detail on pattern, marking seam 

line and edge of detail. 
9. Cut under piece of tissue, allo1ving for 

%-inch seam allowance. Redraw on stiff paper 
and complete pattern. 

You now have a pattcrn .of .a blouse with 
. slot .. seam .ar rnscye detail 
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REVIEW AND VISUALIZE 

It is wise to revie'i.v all the dart controls. 
Then try to visualize the shape of the drape 
of each when laid flat on the table. This part 
of your work is most important. 

When draping on the figure, a mental pic
ture of each part of the garment and the o b
servation of the action of the dart controls will 
enable you to know exactly where your design 
detail should be placed. 

DIVIDING ExcEss BETWEEN Two CoNTROLS 

When you combine two darts you must de
cide how much excess material is to be con
trolled by each dart. Ordinarily, the two darts 
should be about equal. 

When combining two darts on your base 
pattern you may l'lish to place most of the 
[ ullness in one particular dart for a design 
detail. For instance, in combining the neck
line dart and the waistline dart you may place 
most of the fullness in the neckline dart and 
only a small amount in the waistline dart to 
provide ease. 

Practice in combining darts will give you 
many interesting effects. These various com
binations will suggest your own design detail 
and as you work with them you will grow in 
skill. 

Many interesting effects may be secured by 
these dart controls. You can, with these simple 
resources, originate sufficient designing ele
ments to be successful in many lines. 

The very best designing is that which de
pends on good lines, proportion, and fit, with 
a minimum of elaboration. Skillful manipula
tion of the excess material in the dart controls 
gives you this elaboration. When properly as
sembled and neatly finished, such a garment 
is sure to be successful. 

Only continuous practice and experimenta
tion will enable you to acquire ease and skill 
in fabric manipulation and increase your de
signing ability to the point where you can 
cope with any demand. 

BLOUSE FRONT 

VARIOus DART CoMBINATIONS 

Now that you have completed your study 
of the main and auxiliary dart controls in 
the blouse front, you should spend some time 
with the combination of pairs of darts. 

You have already studied the main com
bination darts, ·waistline and shoulder. Now 
combine the others and study the effect of 
them on the shape of the blouse front. 
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DART CONTROLS 

T EST WITH STRIPED MUSLIN 

~ark several pieces of muslin with pencil 
:::1 different width stripes. Drape this on the 
O:.gure, observing the effect given by different 
6rrt controls. 
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T EST GRAIN OF MATERIAL 

Notice the grain of muslin when draped 
straight on the figure and when draped on the 
bias. Try draping one set of dart controls on 
the figure, with muslin, three times, each time 
use the grain a different way and observe the 
effect. 

You have been taught the method, now 
practice and experiment are needed for prog
ress. 

A REMINDER 

When you have mastered the technique of 
draping you will not need to use all the 
methods given in the lessons. You will find 
that you can eliminate first one step and 
then another. You will be able to do some of 
the steps mentally instead of working them 
out on paper. You ·will become so sure of your 
body lines and detail elements that you will 
drape your designed garment in muslin di
rectly on the form without going through the 
process of basic pattern and second tissue test 
drape. 

Patient use of these helps will insure more 
accuracy in your later v.rork. Repetition trains 
your eye and hand to fine craftsmanship. The 
old adage, "Practice Makes Perfect" applies 
to this as well as to all other handiwork. 



Chapter Ill 

Draping Dart Controls in Blouse Back 



Lesson 10 Draping the Blouse Back with the Waist Dart 
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BASIC PATTERN FOUNDATION P ATTERN DESIGNED PATTERi'l 

These patterns were made from a drape on a commercialfonn, size 14, a~:cording to directions given in Lesson 2. 

The waist dart is most often used merely 
~ a fitting aid, although it may be broken up 
mto several darts or tucks, or the fullness 
ihirred inLo Lhe ·waistline. 

3 inches beyond the center-back neckline. 
2. Place pins at the center-back neckline 

and center-back waistline. Then place a pin 
on the shoulder-blade line. 

3. Shape the neckline by cutting. Start 
from the center back and follow the neckline 
accurately. Pin at intersection of neckline and 
shoulder line. 

4. With the palm of the hand, smooth out 
1. Place Lhe tissue paper on the upper shoulder line. Fold along shoulder line before 

center back of the form, extending the top cutting. 
53 
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5. Pin at shoulder point. 
6. Smooth down from shoulder to side· 

seam line. 
7. Pin at top of the side-seam line. 

8. Cut off excess paper at armscye line, fol
lowing the line carefully. 

9. Smooth from top of side-seam line to 
waistline and pin. 

10. Cut off excess paper by folding on side
seam line and using the fold as a cutting 
guide. 

BLOUSE BACK 

ll. Beginning at the shoulder blade, pull 
down excess paper to form a waist dart. T he 
dart should be on the side-back line. 

l 2. Place a pin at the waistline, at the base 
of the dart. 

13. Hold dart >vhile cutting from center 
back to dart on the waistline. 

14-. Cut from side-seam line to dart on 
waistline. 

15. Pin dart in carefully, close to the form. 
16. Trim off excess paper in dart. Cut on 

the pinned line. 
17. The drape of back with waist dart li 

now finished. 
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To make a basic pattern from a drape made 
n a personal form follow directions given in 

:.esson 2. 
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This blouse is made from the designed pat
tern shown at Lhe beginning of this lesson. 
You will note the use of four darts. It is better 
not to have too much fullness taken out in 
one dart. Gathers, shirring, or tucks are other 
means employed to consume fullness, the 
method depending upon the material, the 
style of garment, and individual needs. 



Lesson 11 Draping the Blouse Back with the Combination Da 

DRAPE BACK OF Bt.OUSE 

WITH COMlllNATION DARTS 
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FouNDATION PATTERN 
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The average figure requires a dart at the shoulder or neckline in the back of the blouse. This dart may be use~ as ~ 
the illustration above, or it may be shifted as directed below. 

The back shoulder dart is needed on most 
figures to keep the shoulder smooth and still 

supply width enough across the shoulder 
blades. This dart may be shifted nearer the 

neckline or up to the neckline, according to 
the requirements of the individual figure or 

in harmony with design l ines added. 

1. Place the tissue paper on the upper cen
ter back of the form, extending the top 3 

inches above the center-back neckline. 

2. Place pins at the center-back neckline 
and center-back waistline. Then place a pin 
on the shoulder-blade line. 
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as in 

COMBINATION DART S 

3. Shape the neckline by cutting; follow 
the neckline accurately, star ting at the center
back line. Pin at the intersection of the neck
line and the shoulder line. 

4. Smooth the paper across the form from 

the shoulder-blade line to the side-seam line. 
Place a pin at the under-arm point. 

5. With the palm of the hand, smooth from 
the under-arm point down to the waistline. 
Pin at the side-seam waistline. 

6. Fold over the excess paper on the side
seam line and cut on side-seam line. 
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7. At the under-arm point, smooth the 

paper up around the armscye line to the 
shoulder. Pin at the shoulder point. 

8. Cut carefully along the armscye line. 

9. Beginning at the shoulder blade, pull up 
excess paper to form a shoulder dart. The dart 
should be on the side-back line. 

10. Pin in the dart close to the form. 
11. Cut off excess paper in dart before cut

ting shoulder line. 
12. Fold over excess paper on shoulder 

line. Use this fold as a cutting guide. 
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13. Beginning at the shoulder blade, pull 
do·wn excess paper to form a waist dart. P in 
the dart in carefully. 

14. Cut from the center-back line to the 
dart on the waistline. 

15. Cut from the side-seam line to the dart 
on the waistline. 

16. Cut off the excess paper on the dart. 
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I 

17. The back blouse drape with the com
bination dart is now finished. 

BLOUSE BACK. 

D ART SHIFT 

1. Make a l ine 3 inches long at the neck.
line, 1 Vz inches clown from the shoulder line_ 

2. Make a straight line from bottom of the 
above line to the bottom of the dart. 

3. Cut on these lines and dose dart. 
4. Draw around new neck and shoulde-. 

line. 
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o. Make shoulder extension and continue 
z..:rording to directions for foundation pat· 
bus in Lesson 2 . 
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This figure shows the back of a blouse with 
the dart shifted to the neckline. 



Chapter IV 

Neckline Finishes and Facings 



Lesson 12 

Neckline finishes are an important part of 
::esigning a dress or garment. Many interest
ing and becoming details may be worked out. 
This lesson illustrates some of the various 
~'Pes. 

Shaped and circular sections of a garment 
c-equire facings rather than hems. All facings 
:ue handled in the same manner. It is impor
rant to mark the straight of the material on 
each piece of the pattern because the grain of 
the material in the facing must follow the 
grain of the material in the garment. 

Facings and Neckline Finishes 

garment pattern Hat on the table and draw 
around the edge to be faced. 

2. Measure a parallel line inside the width 
of finished facing. Most facings would be 
about 2 inches wide. 

3. Draw seam allowances around facing. 
4. To make collars follow same procedure 

-width to be decided by finished collar de
sired. 

5. Mark any fold in facing as previously 
shown. (Lesson 2.) 

1. To make facings for any edge, lay the _ 
6. :Mark with notches as shown in illustra

tions. 
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FRONT V EST FACING 

SnA w L C oLLAR 
V F.ST 

BACK V EST FACING SHAWL COLLAR PATTERN 
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SwEETHEART N ECKLINE 

PATTERN 

SWEETHEART NECKLINE 

OPEN-FRONT NECKUNE 

KEYHOLE NECKLIN£ 
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ROUND FLAT COLLAR 
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LlNE OuTSIDE FACING 

RouND FLAT CoLLAR PATTEIL'\ 
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Lesson 13 

This lesson is a continuation of the pre
nous lesson on neckline finishes. T o make a 
£acing for any edge, the garment pattern is 
olaced flat and a line drawn outlining the 
~ction to be faced. 

1. Draw the width of the facing. (Most 
:acings are about 2 inches when finished.) 

• ,·• ' 

Neckline Finishes 

2. Draw seam allowances around facing. 
3. Most collars have a facing. In this case 

it is necessary to cut the collar double. 
4. Mark any fold in facing as shown in 

Lesson 2. 
5. Mark with notches as indicated in the 

illustrations. 

SQUARE FRoNT, RouND BACK 

NECKLINE 

PA'ITERN FOR SQUARE FRONT, 

R ouND B ACK NEcKuNE 

SIMPLE R ouND NECKLINE 

Sx?.IPLE RouND NEcKLINE 

P ATTERN 
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RouND OPEN-FRONT ToP FACING 

PATTERN FOR RoUND O PEN-FRONT 

FACING 
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PATTERN l:"OR SQUARE NECKLINE 

FACI!';G 
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PATTEIL'I FOR CHlNESE 

CoLLAR 

CHINESE COLLAR 

To make the Chinese collar, measure the 
neckline; then make Lwo straight bands, each 
one-half the measurement. 

FACING~ 

PETER PAN CoLLAR 

PATTERN FOR P ETE:;. 

PAN C oLLAR 

POI !'\T£0 PETER PAN CoLLA.'{ 

P;\'ITF:RN FOR P01NTL: 

PETER p A:-< COLLAR 
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Chapter V 

Draping Basic Sleeve Pattern 



Lesson 14 

Practice in sleeve-making is one of the 
most important steps in draping. Once you 
become proficient in draping a sleeve you 
will never use any other method. As a result 
of draping the sleeve, you will have a better 
looking, better fitting sleeve. T here is no 
alteration involved. 

As you look at this lesson you may think 
it is complicated but it is merely step-by-step 
instruction given to help you train your eyes 
and hands. You must know the shape and pro
portion of sleeve sections in order to drape 
successfully. Once you have mastered this 
you will drape the sleeve directly on the form 
without using a base pattern. 

The proportions for the paper given are 
arranged to conform with standard measure
ments of commercial forms. 

You must first learn this standard method 
of draping a sleeve. Draping the individual 
size sleeve follows. 

Draping the Long Sleeve 

I II 

141;t. I '' 
~----- :z..4 YJ-:---~ 

SLEEVE pAPER 

T issue paper prepared 10 drape a sleeve. T hese are not arm 

measurements. 

1. Start with a piece of tissue paper 24y-2 
inches long and 20 inches wide. 

2. Fold the paper lengthwise. 
3. Measure 6y-2 inches down from top and 

make a point on the fold. Be sure to square 
all lines. 

4. At this point draw a line across the paper 
6 ~ inches from the fold. This line is called 
the under-arm line. 

SLEEVE CHART 

These are the dimensions of paper needed to drape a sleeve of a given size. 

Juniors' Sizes Misses' Sizes Ladies' Sizes 

II 13 15 17 12 14 16 18 20 36 38 40 42 44 

:..ength of Paper ...... 23% 24% 24% 25IA 24- 21Y2 25 25Y2 26 25o/.l 26 26Ys 26t;.i 26Y2 

l:'nder-arrn Line from 
T op of Paper ........ 6~ 6% 6Y2 6% 6Ys 6Y2 6% 6~ 6% 7 7~ 7Ys 7Y2 7~ 

ilbow Line from Top 
of Paper .. .. .... . .... l4Ys 14Ys 14% 14% 14~ 14Y2 14~ 15 15~ 15~ 15Y2 15% 15~ 16 

~ Width of Under-arm 
Line ............... 5% 6Vs 6% 6% 6 6~ 6Vz 6o/.l 7 6Y2 6~ 7 7Y2 8 

~! Width of Elbow Line 5% 6Ys 6% 6% 6 6\4 6\12 6~ 7 6Vz 6o/.l 7 7Y2 8 

~ Width of Wrist Line So/.1 3% 4 4Ys 3o/.l 3% 4 4-1/s 4-IA 4% 4-Vz 4% 4% 4% 

Fmished Wrist 
:\feasurement ... .... 61/2 6~ 7 71.4 6Vz 6% 7 7~ 7Vz 7% 8 8t;.i 8Vz 8~ 

Length of Dart ....... 3 3\4 3Vz 3% 3~ 3\4 3~ 4 4~ 4\4 4\12 4% 5 ,5~ 
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5. Reverse the paper and extend the line 
across the other side of the paper to the same 
length. 

6. Measure again 14Y2 inches from the top 
of the paper and make a point on the fold. 

7. At this point draw a line across the paper 
6;4 inches from the fold. This line is called 
the elbow line. 

8. Reverse the paper and extend the line 
across the other side of the paper to the same 
length. 

H. At the opposite end of the paper, meas-

D IAGRAM SHown.;c SLEEVE SizEs, 12 to 20 

SLEEVE PATTER..'\ 

ure in 3 ~ inches and make a poinL 
10. From the fold dra'v a line to this poinL 

This line is called the wrist line. 
11. Reverse the paper and extend the line 

across the other side of the paper to the same 
length. 

12. Place the yardstick on the paper be
tween the elbmv point and the 1vrist point. 
Draw a line across the paper from the elbow 
to the wrist line and from the elbow to the 
top of the paper. 

13. Cut this line with scissors. 

I 

/ 

SIZE 14 SLEEVE 
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Lesson 15 Draping the long Sleeve, Continued 

In this lesson you are draping for a base 
pattern which will teach you the shape and 
proportion of a sleeve which merely fits the 
arm. This sleeve docs not give design detail 
or fullness. It may be used for a long fitted 
jleeve or the base pattern for various types of 
sleeves as illustrated in the following lessons. 

·while draping a basic sleeve is not always 
::1ecessary, practice of the fundamentals out
:ined in this lesson is invaluable to you as a 
·rudent because later, when actual designed 
ileeves are being draped, you will have in your 
:nind an accurate picture of the basic sleeve 
:ine. 

By understanding these basic lines, the mys
:ery sometimes attending the construction of 
ileeves is eliminated. 

l. Place the sleeve paper on your model 

3. Follow curve of armscye and cut 3 
inches. 

4. Reverse the paper with fold toward the 
back. Pin edge o£ paper, at under-arm line, on 
armscye line Y2 inch back of seam on form. 
Edge of paper should hang parallel with seam 
on form. 

:-ith fold toward the front, the under-arm 
:ine at the ed.ge of the paper V2 inch forward 
::;i under-ann seam on form. The front edge 
c£ the elbow line should lap the seam of the 
:orm Y2 inch. 

2. Pin the inside of the paper to the form 5. Follow curve of back armscye and cut 
~ 1 inch forward of seam, at edge of armscye. 3 inches. 
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6. Pin the sleeve together at the edge. From 
the under-arm, pin down 3 inches. Do not 
leave allowance for seam. Place the sleeve in 
the usual hanging position with the under
arm seam on the side seam of the blouse and 
pin. It will help to mold the sleeve if you put 
your hand in tissue sleeve and round it out. 

7. Pin at the end of the 3-inch cut on eithe1· 
side; be sure that the cut curve of paper is 
exactly on armscye line. 

8. Place the top of the sleeve fold directly 
on the shoulder line and pin. T his paper is 
the exact length so do not lap top of sleeve 
over edge of shoulder. 

9. Now start pinning in the fullness, keep
ing the curve of the sleeve round. 

10. Pin in the paper, using small pleats to 
control the fullness, starting where the paper 
is pinned to the form at !=.nd of cut. Work 
around top of sleeve. 

SLEEVE PATTER..' 

11 . In pinning, distribute the fullness 
evenly in small pleats. (For a smooth annscye 
there must be fullness in the paper pattern sc 
that when the pattern is transferred to clod: 
the fullness may be shrunk to give ease i.e 
wearing.) 

12. Cut off excess paper on the armscye 
line. 

13. On the back side of the elbo·w line. 
take a dart Y2 inch wide. Be sure that the 
seam of the dart is exactly on the elbow line. 
This makes the material in the dart 1 inch. 

14. Length of dart for each size is given in 
the chart in Lesson 14. Point of dart is on 
elbow line. 
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LONG SLEEVE 

15. Push the edges of the back of the sleeve 
over 1 inch from the edge of the front elbow 
line. 

16. Put your hand in the sleeve to separate 
the front and back, allowing the fold to move 
from elbow to ·w-rist. 

17. At the ·wTist line, pin the front to the 
back so that the front edge of the paper is 1 
inch back from the edge of the back paper. 

18. Measure, from the fold, one-half the 
length of the finished wrist measure given in 
the chart. Pin ·wrist. 
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19. Pin a straight line from the elbow to 
the wrist line. 

20. Remove the sleeve from the form. 

Duu:CTIONS FOR TRIMMING SLEEVE 

21. Cut the 1vrist line from a point 1 inch 
up on fold of sleeve to inside edge of front 
where it meets lower edge of back. 

22. Cut under-arm seam on the pinned 
line. 

23. Remove the pins and you have a sleeve 
pattern. 

It may be necessary to trim the top of the 
sleeve, if jagged, to a more rounded curve. 



Lesson 16 Draping the Individual Size Sleeve 

This method of securing a sleeve pattern is 
particularly successful where standard meas-
urements do not meet the requirements. I t pAPER MEASUREMENT FOR INDIVIDUAL Srz~ 
provides for all the irregularities without 
alterations. 

MEASUREMENT OF ARM 

1. Measure over-arm from shoulder to 

c 

l.lJ z 
.;:: 

Fold paper and make lines as follows. 

l. Measure line C. (Length of over-am: 
measurement plus 2 inches.) 

2. Measure line A. (Length of under-am: 

measurement plus 1 V2 inches.) Measure fron: 
wrist line on fold. 

3. Measure line B. (Half of length of line 
A plus I inch.) 

4. Under-arm cross line is V2 of measure
ment of arm around the arm at the top of the 

under-arm seam. 

wrist with elbow l)ent. 5. Elbow line is !4 of measurement 4, in-

2. Measure under-arm from armscye to eluding 2 inches added. 
wrist. 

3. Measure around arm at armscye. G. Wrist line is V2 of measurement 5. 
4. :Measure around bent elbow. 
5. Measure around wrist. Proceed as directed in Lesson 15. 
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:_'\DIVIDUAL SIZE SLEEVE 

MAKING SLEEVE DRAPE INTO PATTl~RN 

SHO~T SLEEVE _______ ... ..... -----....-._ .... 
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Use the fo llowing directions in making the 
full-lengLh sleeve. 

1. Lay drape on stiff paper and trace 
around it carefully. 
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2. ~v'fake scam allowance Y2 inch wide all 
around sleeve. 

3. Mark dart at elbow. 
4. Make one notch in seam allowance 

about 4 inches up from IVTist, both back and 
front of sleeve. 

5. Make one notch in seam allowance 4 
inches down from top of under-arm seam, 
both front and back. 

6. Make one notch in seam allowance on 
armscyc of sleeve, measuring on blouse arm
scyc for distance. 

7. Make two notches in seam allowance on 
armscye of sleeve, matching notches on blouse 
armscye. 

FRONT B ACK 

1 DART 

8. Make one notch in seam allowance m 
GATHERF.n FULLNESS the middle of top Of sleeve. 

.r>:r ELBow 9. Mark straight of material. 
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T HREE-QUARTER, P LAIN 

SLEEVE 

l 
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I 

To make three-quarter sleeve, cut off 6 
inches above wrist line. 

' ' 

SLEEVE PATTER..'\ 

SHORT, PLAIN SLEEVE 

....... 
', 
~ 

\ 
\ 

' 

\ I 
L------------_J 

For short sleeve, cut off 6 inches below top 
of under-arm scam. If hem is desired, add hem 
to the 6 inches. 
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esson 17 

The long, close sleeve is used in all seasons. 
_ ::te style and becomingness of this sleeve 
epends upon the fit. 
In this lesson we observe shifting the elbow 

.:::....-t to the wrist line. This dart shift provides 
:-wrist line dosing giving a smoother fit to 

:.:..e forearm. T he excess provided by this dart 
::.:!Y be used to supply the fullness gathered 
-:o a cuff. 

=r:RECTIONS FOR SHIFTING THE E LBOW D ART 
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l. Measure on vvrist from back seam for
-...rd, length of dart minus 1 inch. Make a 

. :int. 
~. Draw a line straight down from end of 

....a..-r to this point. 
3. Cut on this line. Close elbow dart. 
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Shifting the Sleeve Dart 

B AcK Vmw oF SLEEVE 

SHOWING SHIFTED D ART 
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4. Follow directions in Lesson 16 for com
pleting construction pattern. 
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DIRECTIONS FOR MAKING LONG, FULL SLEEVE, 

GATHERED Il\TO CuFF 

r---,,, 
I I 
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1. Usc sleeve pattern ·with shifted dart. 

M easurc down 1 inch from end of front dart 

scam. Measure down Y2 inch fr om end of ba 

dart scam. 

2. Make curved line from 2 inches back 

front seam, through marks, to 1 inch fro::.. 

back seam. 
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3. Follow directions in Lesson 16 for cor::~ 

pleting sleeve pattern. 

4. Make cuff by drawing straight line t~ 

length of original drape ·wrist measurernen~ 

Draw parallel in line 1 inch from first line 

Connect ends. 

5. Draw seam allowance around 3 sides an:. 
mark the other side with fold mark. 

6. Make one notch 1 inch in from end c. 

cuff and also 1 inch in f-rom ends of bottor::. 

line on sleeve. 



MAKING A SLEEVE FORM 

You may make a sleeve form when you 

_-e a base pattern of a long, fitted sleeve that 

~pletely satisfactory. T his form may be 
~ to check your fancy sleeves. 

JPPERStt>E 
OF 

SLEEVE. 

There are two methods of making these 
rms in wide use. T he first makes a Oat form. 

1. Cut muslin sleeve from base pattern and 

~ up. 

2. Fold lengthwise, with seam slightly for

.,rd pf. .the C,e~t.er. 
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3. Lay on very stiff cardboard or several 
layers of thin cardboard. Draw outline of 

sleeve. Cut on outline. Place cardboard m 

sleeve. 

4. Fasten securely all around. 

T his gives you a flat form on which you 
may drape your fancy sleeves. 

The second method makes a round sleeve 

form. 
1. Make· a muslin sleeve from your base 

pattern. 
2. Gather top of sleeve as if you were put

ting it into a garment. 
3. Stuff the sleeve very smoothly with cot

ton. 

8 
4. Make a cardboard circle the size of the 

wrist of the sleeve. Cover with muslin and 

sew the wrist of muslin sleeve around it. 

5. Make an oval piece of cardboard the size 
and shape of armscye when blouse drape is 

on the figure. Cover with muslin. 

6. Draw up gathers at the top of sleeve and 
sew all around the edge of the armscye piece. 

This form may be used separately or.itmay 

. b.e ,pinned .onto . the form. 



Chapter VI 

Development of Various Types of Sleeves 

from Basic Pattern 



Lesson 18 

The three sleeves given in this lesson are 
simple to make and they are very becoming. 
A soft, attractive sleeve is a great pick-up for 
an other">•.rise simple dress. 

LANTERN SLEEVE 

83 

Lantern, Barrel, and Bell Sleeves 

Follow directions to make lantern sleeve. 
1. lVIark Lhe sleeve pattern 6 inches down 

from the top of the under-arm seam. Cut off. 
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2. Mark a line straight across the slteve 2 
inches down from top of under-arm ~am. 

3. Draw lines as indicated. 
4. Cut horizontal line. 

/ 
/ 
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5. Cut perpendicular lines and spread sec- the lower section must also be kept intac:.. 
tions. T op of lower section and bottom of upper sec-

6. You may spread to any desired width. tion must be same measurement. When sle~ 
If a very full sleeve is desired, each section 
may be spread until you have a complete cir
cle, but care must be taken to keep top line 

pattern is finished, cu t in muslin or tiss~ 

paper, pin up, and check on figure or slee>= 

of upper section in tact. The bottom line of form. 



- BELL SLEEVE 85 

THREE-QUARTER BELL SLEEVE 
J 

' ' I Use the following directions to make the J , 
three-quarter bell sleeve. • ' I 
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1. Use pattern with dart shifted. Cut off 6 
inches above the wrist. 

be added by spreading the sections. Extend 
the length at the center at least 2 inches. 

2. Draw lines as indicated. 
3. Spread sections to give desired width. 

C p to one-half the original pattern width may 

4 . Follow instructions given in Lesson 16 
to complete pattern. 

5. Check on figure or sleeve form. 
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FULL L ENGTH BARREL SLEEVE 

Use the following directions to make the 
full length barrel sleeve. 

1. Draw lines as indicated. 
2. Cut and spread as indicated. 
3. Make extension on lower part of upper 

section, adding 2 inches at the longest point. 
4. Be sure to keep armscye line intact on 

upper section. 
5. Be sure to keep \vrist line intact in lower 

section. 
6. Follow directions given in Lesson 16 to 

complete pattern. 
7. Check on figure or sleeve form. 
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Lesson 19 

Drop-shoulder effects lend themselves to 
;he rounded fem inine silhouette broadening 
me shoulder but not squaring it. 

Use the following instructions to make 
blouse pattern. 

l. Measure down 6 inches from the center 
~op of sleeve. Make dot. Draw line from top 
:o this point. 

2. Measure 6 inches each way from center 
on edge of sleeve top. 

3. Draw curving line across top of sleeve 
connecting points. 

4. Cut along this line. Cut along center 
:ine also. 

Drop Shoulder Bishop Sleeve 

87 
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5. Place front section of top of sleeve on 
blouse front of base pattern. 

0 

0 

Q 

6. Place back section of top of sleeve on 
blouse back of base pattern. 

7. Draw line from shoulder point to bot
tom of sleeve section, as indicated by clotted 
line. 
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8. Cut along this line and add seam allo- -
ance. Complete pattern as directed in La
son 2. 



BISH OP SLEEVE 

Use the following directions for making 
bishop sleeve pattern. 

1. Use base sleeve pattern from ·which top I 
was cut. Follow directions in Lesson 17 tO I 

I shift dart. I 
2. Draw lines as shown in illustration. I 
3. Cut and spread as shown. I 
4. Refer to Lesson 17 for completing sleeve t 

I pattern, including cuff. 
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Lesson 20 

The drop-shoulder yoke is a good design 
with which to use a trimming material. Eye
let embroidery in combination with plain ma-

1. Use the base p~ttcrn of the blouse with 
waistline dart and top of sleeves applied as in 
Lesson 19. Draw a line for the yoke as shown 
in illustrations. 

Drop-shoulder Yok: 

terial makes a simple but dressy blouse. Othe: 
combinations may be worked out to suit th:! 
season and the individual taste. 
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2. Cut on the yoke line and add seam <L
lowance as shown. 

3. Mark with notches and the fold sign :._ 
shown. 
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4. Mark a line on remaining sect ion of 
blouse pattern from top of dart to shoulder . 
Cut and spread as shown. 
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5. Add seam allowance and notches. Mark 
for shirring. A short sleeve, a long, fitted 
sleeve, or a long, full sleeve (shown on next 
page) may be used. See Lesson 19. 

6. Mark top of sleeve as instructed in Les
son 19 and complete with seam allowance and 
notches. 

7. Cut completed pattern in muslin or tis-
sue paper, pm up, and check on figure or 
sleeve form. 
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Lesson 21 

T here are many types of kimono sleeves. 
The two that are explained in this lesson give 
you the dose-fitting and the bell sleeve. These 
are the simplest forms of kimono sleeves. 

Kimono Sleeve 

...... ... __ , 
4 , 
' I 

I 
I 
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' I 
I -----------

CLOSE-FITTING KIMO;.JO-SH OULDER B LOUSE 

1. Use base blouse pattern with ' vaistline 
dart. Lay front and back of pattern on stiff 
paper. Shoulder lines should touch at neck
line and be separated 1 inch at shoulder point. 
Draw around patterns and remove. 

2. Lap sleeve at shoulder . Draw around 
sleeve and remove pattern. Complete pattern 
as previously directed. 
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3. If larger armscye is desired, round the 
line from the upper notch on sleeve to the KtMONO-SHOULDER BLOUSE WITH BELL SLr.r.·-:: 
notch on under-arm scam both back and front. 
Add 2 inches to length of sleeve. l. Use base blouse pattern with 1vaistli~ 

dart. Lay front and back on stiff paper. ShoU:
der lines should touch at neckline and be 
separated 2 inches at the s11oulder point. Dra
around pattern and remove. 

4. A looser shoulder may be obtained by 
spreading patterns more at shoulder point. 
Always check pattern on form as previously 
directed. 
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2. Cut and spread three-quarter base slee\·e 
as instructed for bell sleeve in Lesson 18. 
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3. Lay sleeve on pattern lapping shoulder. 

Draw around sleeve and remove. Comple~ 
pattern with scam allowances and notches ~ 
previously directed. 

If no seam is desired in the front of the 
blouse, omit seam allowance and mark fo:
fold. 

These patterns may be used for short-slee...-eC. 
versions by cuLLing sleeve the desired length. 
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Lesson 22 

The dolman sleeve is a very practical ver
sion of the large armhole type. It gives the 
grace and softness of a kimono shoulder with 
more freedom of action. It also cuts to better 
advantage than the "all-in-one" or kimono 
type. It allows freedom to use the grain of the 
material in contrast, as well as the use of con
trasting material. 

Dolman Sleeve 

LARGE ARMHOLE; LONG SLEEVE, 

CLOSE FrniNG BELow ELBow 

It may be wise to remind you that all base 
patterns should have adjustment for shoulder 
pad, as given in Lesson 2, before you use them 
for flat designing. 

1. Lay front and back of base pattern, with 
waistline dan, flat on stiff paper. Place shoul
der lines together. Draw around them and 
remove. 

2. Lay sleeve base pattern against them, 
slightly lapping at shoulder. Draw around it 
and remove. 

3. Draw lines from edge of sleeve front, 
just below elbow, to edge of blouse at under
ann seam about 4 inches up from waistline. 
This line should curve slightly at top to join 
under-arm seam edge. 
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4. From under-arm seam a line 1 Y2 inches 
long should be drawn straight in toward front 
of blouse. 

5. From elbow, on back of sleeve, draw 
similar l ine to edge of back under-arm seam 
line 4 inches up from waistline. 

6. Draw line l Y2 inches long, straight in to
ward back of blouse. 

SLEE\~ 

7. Make point at shoulder line 1 inch :r 
from shoulder point. 

8. Draw curving line connecting ends :. 
I Y2 inch lines at back and front and passi=.; 
through point at shoulder line. 

9. Cut on line just d~awn and compte-._ 
sleeve pattern by adding seam allowance an.... 
notches. 
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BACK SECTION OF BLOUSE P ATTER.' 

10. Cut blouse apart on shoulder line.. 
Complete pattern as shown. 



DOLMAN SLEEVE 

THE DoLMAN-FRONT, KrMor->o-nAcK BLOUSE 

Another variation in the blouse is the com
bination of kimono back with dolman front. 
The back of the blouse and sleeve are cut in 
one piece, then seamed from lo·w armscye to 
ilioulder and neckline. Novel effects may be 
obtained with this pattern by cutting back 
and sleeves one way of material and the front 
section the opposite way. Color contrasts may 
also be used to good advantage. After stiff 
paper pattern is completed, recut in tissue 
paper or muslin. Pin up pattern and place on 

-----~-·-------~ I I , 
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form over shoulder pad. Readjust fullness, 
check seam lines and drape in design detail. 
In this way you train yourself to see design 
lines in harmony with body lines. You may 
later work directly on the form with dress 
material. 

The blouse sketched above shows a com
bination of kimono shoulder and dolman line 
in front. 

T his design can be executed by following 
directions given for dolman sleeve as far as 
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cutting sleeve line from front side seam to 
shoulder. Then cut to the neck on shoulder 
line, leaving sleeve and back section of blouse 
in one as shown. 

SLEEVES 

Fullness may be added to front of blou..~ 
by splitting front blouse section from shoU:
der to top of '\vaisLline dart and spreading. 

The dart Lop should be open 1 inch. Th!:: 
fullness is gathered in to fit the shoulder line 
Use bell sleeve as developed in Lesson l~ 

r.--y------- ---y=-., 
\1 - -o ll 
L--- ------ ____ ... 

The cuff length should be measured aroun.: 
the arm just below the elbow, adding 4 inche. 
for the 2-inch extension on each end beyor:_ 
buttonhole. The cuff width is 2V2 inches. lle 
pointed Peter Pan collar is given in Lesso;: 
] 3. 



Lesson 23 Blouse with Shoulder Yoke and Cape Sleeves 

This is a very cool and comfortable sleeve. 
It is an excellent style for a summer casual 
dress, house dress, or informal evening dress, 
as it gives ample freedom. It has a bare arm 
look, yet covers the upper arm sufficiently to 
be becoming. The cape effect is very flattering 
to the arm. 

D IRECTIONS FOR MAKING BLOUSE 

W ITH CAPE SLEEVE 

I. Use blouse pattern with waistline dart. 
Place back and front of pattern on stiff paper 
with shoulder lines meeting at neckline and l 
inch apart at shoulder. 

2. Draw around pattern and remove. Mark 
line 2 inches down from shoulder line on both 
front and back. Extend line from neck to 
armscye. 

3. Use short sleeve. Split and spread as 
shown in figure below. Lap top of sleeve over 
shoulder about l inch. 
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4. Draw line, with colored pencil as solid 
line parallel to dotted line, from neck to 
shoulder, around armscye, down under-arm 
seam for both back and front. 

5. T race, with thin paper, line of sleeve top 
from front under-arm seam of sleeve to top of 
front section of armscye and then on colored 
line to neckline. 

6. Trace line of sleeve top, £-rom back un
der-seam line to top of back section armscye, 
then on colored line to neckline. Complete 
neckline of sleeve section. Complete tracing 
of sleeve. 

SLEE\'1:.. 

7. Make stiff paper pattern of traced slee-'! 
section. 

SLE.f::.VE. 

0 

0 

0 

___ ...,._.. 

\.- ,_.,.--
8. Cut on colored line of pattern for baci: 

and front section. Add seam allowance anc 
other markings on back and sleeve sections as 
sho·wn. 



CAPE SLEEVE 
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9. Split front section from top of dart to 
shoulder line and close waistline dart. This 
supplies fullness for gathering. Complete pat
tern as previously directed. 

10. Make facing as shown. For further di
rections see Lesson 12. 
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If front opening in blouse is desired, add 1 
inch to front. 

() 

() 

0 

L--------
If fullness in back of blouse is desired, you 

may treat back section as you have the front 
section. Close dart at waistline and swing full
ness to yoke line. Mark for gathers as on front 
section. 

When stiff pattern is completed, recut in 
tissue. Pin up pattern and return to form, 
over shoulder pad. Check seam lines; adjust 
fullness; complete pattern. 



Chapter VII 

Yokes and Panels 

This group of blouses represents a more advanced step in de

signing than that at the beginning of our lessons. 

We now cut our base pattern apart, developing our designs 

by means of seamed sections and added fullness. The first lessons 

used on ly the fullness in the dart control to develop the design. 

The patterns given in this chapter are waistline length as 

requ i red to complete a dress. If you wish to use a pattern ·as a 

separate blouse it should be lengthened by extending the bot

tom line 4 inches below the waistline to provide for tuck-in. 



Lesson 24 

M ETHOD TO D ECIDE PROPORTION OF YOKE, 

p ANEL, OR O THER D ESIGN SECTIONS 

l. Draw tissue paper pattern like front and 
back base pattern with waistline dart and 
shoulder adjustment. 

Blouse with Yoke Panel 

tions. T he approximate width of panel sec
tion is 3 inches. T he approximate width of 
the panel yoke section is 4 inches. 

3. Mark line from top of waist dart to yoke 
edge line. 

4. Remove from form, place on stiff paper 
and redraw. 

DIRECTIONS FOR M AKING PATTERN OF 

BLOUSE WITH YOKE PANEL 

FRONT OF BLOUSE 

,-----
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
t 
I 
I 

1. Measure back from center-front line the 
desired width of panel. DTaw line parallel to 
center-front line from bottom of blouse to the 
point corner of the yoke which is about 4 
inches down from the shoulder. 

2. Draw a line from this point straight 

2. Place on form over shoulder pad. Mark across to the armscye. 
line for yoke and panel as shown in illustra- 3. Cut on these lines. 
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YoKE PANEL SECTION 

tz 
0 
rJ: 

I L&.. I 
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1. Lay front cut section on stiff paper. 
Draw around it and remove. 

2. Draw line parallel to center-front line, l 
inch away from it. This gives allowance for 
lap closing. 

3. Draw seam allowance all around this 
section. Add notches as shown in figure. Mark 
straight of material. 

SIDE FRONT SECTION 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

l. Draw a line from top of dart to upper 
edge of side front section. Cut on this line 

YOKES AND PANELS 

and close dart, spreading upper edge of pa:
tern for fullness. 

2. Lay this section on stiff paper. Drav 
around it, redrawing top line as in figure. 

3. Draw seam allowance and notches. Mar· 
for shirring and straight of material. 

FRONT FACING 

1 
I 
I 

/ 
(l 
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I 
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1. Lay pattern of front yoke panel on stiE 
paper. Draw around front line from waist to 

shoulder point. 
2. Start 2 inches back on shoulder line anc 

draw rounding line to a point 4 inches do"'_ 

from shoulder. 
3. Draw line straight to bottom of fronL. 

section making facing about 3 inches wide 

Mark seam allowances and · notches as show~ 

in figure. 

You now have the front of blouse patte~ 

complete. 
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YOKE PANEL 

BAcK YoKE P ANEL 

I. 
I 
I 
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1. Draw line parallel to center-back line of 
blouse back pattern. Make line 2Y2 inches 
from center-back line. Draw from bottom of 
pattern to point 3 Y2 inches below shoulder 
and from there straight across to armscyc. Cut 
on this line. 

2. Lay this yoke panel on stiff paper. Draw 
around it and remove. 

' ' 

3. Draw seam allowance, add notches, and 
mark for fold. 
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SIDE BACK SECTION 

1. Draw line from upper edge of pattern to 
top of dart on side-back section. Cut on this 
line and close dart, thus adding fullness. 

2. Lay spread s~ction on stiff paper. Draw 
around it and remove. 

3. Add seam allowance and notches and 
mark for shirring· as shown in figure . 

BACK FACING 

l. Draw, on stiff paper, neckline and 2 
inches of center-back line of back yoke panel. 

2. Mark facing 2 inches wide. Mark seam 
allowances and fold as in figure. 

This completes back of blouse. 

Use short, three-quarter, or long sleeve as 
developed in Lesson 16. 

When stiff paper pattern is complete, cut 
in tissue or muslin, pin together, and check 
on form. 



Lesson 25 

You '~Nill find, as you work out these lessons 
on yoke design details, that it becomes easier 
for you to see design lines in proportion to 
form lines. You will find ideas for new and 
original designs presenting themselves to you 
as you work. Constantly keep before you the 
need for harmonizing design lines with form 
lines. 

METHOD TO DETERMI~E PROPORTION OF YoKE 

Blouse with Pointed Yoke 

I. Draw tissue paper pattern like front anc 
back base pattern with waistline dart anc 
shoulder adjustment. 

2. Place on form over shoulder pad. Mark 
line for yoke as shown in figures. The approxi
mate depth of yoke point is 7 inches. The 
yoke line should join armscye about hal£,\·a~ 
bcn"·een under-arm line and shoulder line. 
The inner-yoke line joins the neckline abou;: 
2 inches from center-front line. 

3. Mark line from top of waist dart to yoke 
point. 

4. Mark for facing about 2 inches £ron: 
neckline. 

5. Mark point on yoke back about 6 inches 
down from neck on center-back line. 

6. Mark yoke line about 3 inches frorr: 
shoulder at armscye. 

7. Mark facing on back neckline to match 
front. 

8. Draw line from waistline dart to edge o: 
yoke as shown in figures. 

9. Remove from form and redraw on stili 
paper. 
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POINTED YOKE 

DIRECTIONS FOR MAKING p ATTE~'l 

YoKE SECTIONs 

I 

I 
.... ' 

"" "' ... "' ... "' .. - 'y ..... 

' 

1. Cut stiff paper apart on yoke line. 
2. Lay yoke section on stiff paper, draw 

around it, and remove. Draw scam allowance, 
notches, and straight of material mark, as 
shown in illustrations. 

' ' ...... , 
I 

' I .... _ I 

, ....... _...J 

I 

' ' 

3. Repeat process on back. 
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L OWER BLOUSE SECTIONS 

I . Cut lo·wer blouse section from dart to 
top. 

2. Close dart and draw on stiff paper. 
3. Mark as shown in illustration. 

~-~--:.-..rr........::~ 
I • • • • • • 
I \ l 
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4. Repeat process on lower-back section. 
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SLEEVES 

_,/, ------- .......... '--.... .. __ 

1. Use base pattern of short sleeve. Lay on 
stiff paper, draw around it, and remove. 

I 

' \ 

I 
I 

I 
I 
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----- -----
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2. Dralv seam allo·wance, notches, etc., as 
shown in figure. 

3. Draw line for cuff on base pattern. Cut 
on this line. 

---------------
4. Lay cuff on stiff paper, dra>·v around : 

and remove. Draw seam allowance, etc., zs 
shown in figure. 

f ACINGS 

I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
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l. Cut base pattern on line drawn for fac
ings. Lay piece on stiff paper and dl-aw aroUL
it. 

2. Remove, and complete as shown in fi~
ures. 

Cut complete pattern in tissue or muslin. 
Pin together and redrape on the form. 
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Lesson 26 Blouse with Low Yoke and Pleated Detail 

This low-yoke effect is a becoming style for 
a slight figure. It brings the fullness to the 
bust line, giving a more rounded line to the 
silhouette. 

METHOD TO DETERMINE PROPORTION OF YOKE 

1. Draw a tissue paper pattern like the 
front and back of base pattern with ·waistline 
dart and shoulder adjustment. 

2. Place tissue paper pattern on form over 
shoulder pad. Mark line for yoke as shown 
in figures. The point of the yoke is about 4 
inches above the bust line. The line curves 
do·wn to the under-seam about 2 inches below 
the armscye. 

3. Mark the back-yoke line to correspond 
with the front lines. 

1. Mark a line from yoke edge to top of the 
waistline dart, back and front. 

5. Mark line for facing 2 inches from neck
line as shown in illustrations. 

6. Remove from form and redraw on stiff 
paper. 

Ill 
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DIRECTIONS FOR MAKING P ATTERN 

YoKE AND L owER BLousE SEcTioNs 

1. Cut stiff paper pattern apart on yoke line 
as shOwn in figures. 

2. Place yoke sections on stiff paper, draw 
around them, and remove. Complete as in il
lustrations. 

3. Cut lower blouse sections apart on line 
from yoke line to waist. 

YOKES AND PA:KEL 

I 
l 
I 
I 

' ' I 

4. Place front sections on stiff paper so thz.. 
cut edges are 2 inches apart at bust line :... 
shown in illustration. 

5. Mark for pleats at bust line and \\·ali~ 
line and complete as in figure. 

6. Repeat process on back section and cor::~ 
plete as in illustration. 
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LOW YOKE AND PLEA TED DETAIL 

SLEEVES 

1. Draw line full length of short sleeve base 
pattern at center. 

2. Draw line for cuff. 
3. Cut off on cuff line. 

4. Draw around cuff on stiff paper and re· 
move. Complete as figure. 

5. Cut sleeve on center line. Place sleeve 
sections on stiff paper with cut edges 3 inches 
apart. Draw around and remove. Complete as 
in figures. 
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FACINGS 

1. Cut patterns apart on lines drawn for 
facings. 

2. Place facings on stiff paper, draw around 
them, and remove. Complete as shown in 
figures. 

Make final check by cutting completed pat
tern in tissue or muslin and redraping on the 
form. 
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Lesson 27 

This simple treatment of a yoke design is 
becoming and practical in cotton, silk, or l·vool 
jersey. If used as a separate blouse, the pattern 
should be extended about 3 inches below the 
waistline for tuck-in allowance. 

METHOD TO D ETERMINE P ROPORTION OF YoKE 

1. Make tissue pattern like base pattern 
with waistline dart and shoulder adjustment. 

2. Place on form over shoulder pad. Mark 
line for yoke as shown in illustrations. Ex
periment with proportion of scallop line. 
Make it compliment the figure. 

3. Mark facing as shown in figures. 
4. Remove from form and redraw on stiff 

paper. 
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Blouse with Scalloped Yoke 



SCALLOPED YOKE 

D IRECTIONS F OR M AKING PATTERN 

YOKE AND L o WER BLOUSE SECTIONS 

"' --
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I. Cut pattern apart on yoke lines. 
2. Redraw yoke sections on stiff paper. 
3. Mark seam allowances, notches, etc., as 

shown. 
4. Repeat process on yoke back. 

... ... 

I 
I 
~ ., 
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5. Redraw lower blouse section on stiff 
paper and mark tucks at waistline. 

6. Draw seam allowances, etc., as in illus
trations. 
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SLEEVES 
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l. Use base pattern of short sleeve. Redraw 
\)ll stiff paper and complete as in illustration. 

2. Draw line for cuff pattern as shown. 

3. Cut on cuff line and redraw on stiff 
paper. Complete as in illustration. 

YOKES AND P Al\EL5 

F ACINGS 

l. Cut base pattern apart on facing line. 
2. Redraw facing section on stiff paper . 

3. Complete as in illustrations. 

Cut complete pattern in muslin or tissue 
paper and redrape on the form. 



Lesson 28 

This blouse has a slenderizing effect. The 
long line of the panel front is becoming to 
both mature and immature figures. 

METHOD TO DETERMINE PROPORTION 

OF PANEL 

1. Draw tissue paper pattern like front and 
back of the base pattern with waistline dart 
and shoulder adjustment. 

2. Place on form over shoulder pad. 
3. Mark line for panel on front of blouse. 

Any round, flat object of the proper size may 
be used to mark these scallops. 

4. Mark collar edge. 
5. Mark yoke on back of base pattern as 

shown. 
6. Mark collar edge. 
7. Lay in pleats at waistl ine and mark. 
8. Remove from form and redraw on stiff 

paper. 
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Blouse with Scalloped Panel 
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DIRECTIONS FOR MAKING P ATTERN 

p ANEL AND SIDE SECTIONS 

1. Cut front base pattern apart on scalloped 
line of panel. 

YOKES AND PA.'\E..S 

2. Redraw panel section and complete :z.. 
in figure. 

3. Redraw side-front section and comple_ 
as in figure. 

" " I \ I \ 
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4. Cut back base pattern apart on scallope .... 
line of yoke. 

5. Redraw yoke section on stiff paper a!!.: 

complete as shown. 
6. Redraw lower-back section on stiff paper 

and complete as shown. 



SCALLOPED PANEL 

SLEEVES 

l. Use base pattern of short sleeve. Lay on 
stiff paper, draw around it and remove. 

2. Draw line for scalloped edge at bottom 
of sleeve and also facing line as shown in illus
tration. 

3. Cut on scalloped line and redraw on 
stiff paper. 

4. Complete as in figure. 
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5. Cut construction pattern on facing line 
as in figure. 

6. Redraw on stiff paper and complete as 
in figure. 

COLLAR 

1. Cut apart construction pattern as shown 
above on collar edge lines. 

2. Lay collar sections together and redraw 
on stiff paper. 

, __ 
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3. Complete as shown in figure. 

Make final check by cutting completed pat
tern in muslin or tissue paper and redraping 
on the form. 



Chapter VIII 

Draping Basic Two-piece Skirt 

Variations and Adaptations 

Three- and Four-piece Skirts 



Lesson 29 

This drape is a good base pattern for very 
many uses and may be adapted to many de
signs. It may be made into a four-piece skirt 
by the addition of center-back and center
front seams, or a three-piece skirt by adding 
either front or back seam. 

I. Place a large piece of tissue paper on the 
center-front line, extending the top of the 
paper l inch above the waistline. 

2. Place a pin at the waistline and one- at 
the lower hip line exactly on the center-front 
line. 
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Draping the Two-piece Skirt 

with Dart in the Back Only 

Fold tissue paper as indicated. 

3. With the palm of the hand, smooth 
straight across the waistline; then cut exactly 
on the waistline. 

4. Pin at the intersection of the side-seam 
line and the waistline. 
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5. With your palm, smooth across the 
lower hip line and pin. 

6. Fold the excess paper on the seam line 
and cut, leaving l -inch seam allowance. Be 
sure side line docs not go in but straight down 
from hip line, as form curves in below hip 
line. 

SKIRT S 

7. Place a piece of paper on the center-bad. 
line, extending the paper 1 inch above the 
waistline. 

8. Place a pin at the waistline and one a: 
the lower hip line exactly on the center-baci. 
line. 

9. From the pin at the lower hip lli:!" 
smooth, with your palm, across the figure :: 
the side-seam line. 
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TWO-PIECE SKIRT 

10. Pin at the side-seam line on the lower 
hip line. 

11. With your palm, smooth the paper up 
co the waistline and place a pin there. 

12. Starting at the hip line, pull all the 
excess material into a dart. The dart should 
follow the side-back line. 

13. Pin the dart in carefully. 
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14. Cut off the excess paper on the waist
line, following the waistline very carefully. 

15. Fold back at side seam and cut off ex
cess paper, allowing a l-inch seam allowance, 
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16. Pin side seams together and trim o~ 
seam allowance to V2 inch. (VVidth of skir.. 
at hem line 22-24 inches.) 

17. With a yardstick, measure, and marl 
with pencil or chalk the bottom of the skin 
the desired length. 

18. Remove from form, straighten seaii! 
lines with yardstick, and cut off seam allow
ance. Cut excess paper from the dart. 

19. Cut off excess paper on hem line. 
20. You now have a basic skirt drape. Re

member that this basic skirt drape has no 
seam allowance or hem. 

21. Recut in muslin or tissue and redrape 
on form. 



Lesson 30 

The two-piece skirt ·with dart in back is the 
simplest of skirt patterns. It may be used as a 
base pattern from which numerous variations 
may be developed. Three of these are given 
in this lesson. 

DIRECTIONS FOR MAKING p ATTERN 

FROM DRAPE 

1. Since the base pattern must not have a 
seam allowance, you have cut the seam allow
ance from your drape, and also the excess in 
the dart. Use the yardstick to straighten lines 
and true your dan. 

2. Lay drape on stiff paper; draw around 
it; remove. Cut out. You nol'l have a base pat
tern with which you can design many differ
ent skirts. You may use this base pattern as it 
is, with the addition of seam allowances, for a 
plain two-piece skirt. 

PLAIN Two-PIECE SKIRT wiTH DART IN B AcK 

1. Lay base pattern on stiff paper, drav,r 
.around it, and remove. 

Two-piece Skirt with Three- and 

Four-piece Variations 

------
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2. \Vith a ruler mark Y2-inch seam allow
ance on side-seam lines and across top of waist
line, except for dart which should be raised 
to a point as shown in figure. (Do not cut out 
dart but mark on paper.) 

3. With a ruler, mark desired width of hem 
below bottom line of skirt pattern. 

4. Mark fold of material on center-front 
and center-back lines of pattern with three 
dots. \N'hen there is a fold in the center front 
or center back of the pattern, it is not neces
sary to make the straight of material mark. 
(A straight line with an anow at each end.) 

5. Notches to indicate matching points. 
6. For belt: Draw a straight line one-half 

the length of the waist measure, adding 1 inch 
for lap. Draw a line the same length parallel 
to the first line at a distance of 3 inches. Join 
ends. Draw scam allo·wance around it except 
on one end; make fo ld sign (three dots) at 
thal end. Add notches as shown in figure. Cut 
out. Your pattern is now complete . 
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PLAIN FouR-PIECE SKIRT P ATTERN, 

WITH DART IN BACK 

1. Follow previous directions except do not 
put fold marks on center-front and cen ter
back lines. 
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2. Draw seam allowance on center-(ront 
and center-back lines, mark notches, and draw 
belt. You now have a pattern for a plain four
piece skirt as shown in iH"!-lHr!ttion. 

SKIR:-

T wo-PIECE SKIRT WITH FRONT AND 

BACK PLEATS, D ART IN B ACK 

1. Use directions given for t1vo-piece ski::. 
except direction 4. 
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2. Measure down on center-front sea=. 
about 12 inches. Make a point. 

3. Measure out 3 inches and make a poi.n.:. 
Do the same at bottom of hem line and dra
a line connecting the points. 

4. Extend seam allo·wance to top of adC..: · 
tion for pleat. 

5. Repeat directions 2, 3, and 4 on cem.e
back. 



TvVO-PIECE SKIRT 

6. Mark fold on pleat addition and com
plete as shown in figure. Back pleat may be 
omitted if plain back is desired. You now have 
a pattern for a two-piece skirt with front and 
back pleats as shown in illustration. 

T wo-PIECE SKIRT WITH FRONT F uLLNESs 

I 

\ 

L - -
1. Use directions given for plain, two

piece skirt. Add 6 inches to center-front waist
line and draw a line parallel to center-front 
seam line to bottom of skirt. 
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I SACK. 
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2. Make point half-way on original front 
waistline and mark for shirring (: : : : : :) from 
this point across addition to center-front .line. 

3. Complete as previously directed in fint 
directions for a two-piece skirt. You now have 
a pattern for a two-piece skirt ·with front full
ness as shown in illustration. 

4. Recut in muslin or tissue, adjust fullness 
on form. 



Lesson 31 

The two-piece skirt with dart front and 
back is used when a very narrow, straight skirt 
is desired. The added fullness around the 
lower hip line, given by darts, allows the 
wearer to be comfortable in a very narrow 
;kirt. 

1. Place a piece of tissue paper on the cen
ter front, using the full length of the tissue 
paper. 

2. Place a. pin at the waistline and at the 
low~r hip line on the center-front line. 

Draping Two-piece Skir 

with Dart Front and Back 

3. Starting from the second pin, which ~ 
7 inches down, smooth, with your palll! 
straight across to the side seam. Place a p~ 
there. 
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TWO-PIECE SKIRT 

4. ' ¥ith the palm, smooth the paper up to 
the waistline. Place a pin there. 

\ 

5. i\ll the excess that is formed will be put 
into a dart. With your fingers, start at the 
lower hip line and gather all the fullness into . 
a dart.· This dart should meet the side-front 
seani line of the blouse at the waistline. 

131 

6. Pin in the dart at the waistline; continue 
pinning all the way, keeping close to the 
figure. 

7. Cut on the pin line. 
8. Cut off excess material at the waistline. 
9. Fold back excess tissue at side seam, 

using the side seam as a guide line. Cut off ex
cess, leaving 1 inch for seam allowance. 

10. Continue this same procedure on the 
center-back line to make the back dart of skirt. 
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11 . When back section is finished, pin 
front and back sections together. Remember 
form curves in below hip line. Side seam line 
must go straight down from hip. Width of 
skirt pattern should be 22-24 inches at hem 
line. 

12. Measure with a yardstick and mark, 
with a pencil or chalk, the bottom of the skirt 
at the desired length. 

13. Remove from the form, straighten 
seam lines with yardstick, and cut off seam al
lowance. Cut excess paper from the dart. 

14. Cut off excess paper on the hem line. 
15. You now have a base pattern for two

piece skirt with dart in front and back. 
16. Recut in muslin or tissue paper (add 

seam allowances, etc.) and check on form. 

SKIRTS 



Lesson 32 Two-piece Skirt with Dart Front and Back, 

with Variations 

In the two-piece skirt with darts back and 
front, the darts straighLen the side seams. This 
gives a slimmer line to the silhouette. When 
the side seams are cut on Lhe straight of the 
material ·with seam back and fron t it gives a 
sLill slimmer look to the skirt as it causes the 
fullness to hang in the back and front. 

We hear th is type of skirt referred to as the 
pencil skirt or the tube skirt . It is used as a 
suit skirt to accompany the new longer jacket. 
It may have a slit at the front or at the sides for 
ease in ·walking. It may be cut from one length 
of plain material without nap. 

MAKING THE T wo-PIECE SKIRT PATTERN 

' I 
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1. Lay drape of t"\vo-piece skirt on stiff 
paper. Draw around it and remove. 

2. vVith a ruler draw }t2-inch seam allow
ance around waistline and side seam. Close 
dart. Add to lower edge the amount decided 
on for hem. 

3. Mark center-front line with three per
forations to indicate fold of material. Mark 
center back to indicate fold. 

4. Make notches as shown in figure. 
5. To make belt: Draw line one-half the 

length of waist measure; add 1 inch for lap. 
Draw a line parallel to the first line at a dis
tance of 3 inches. Close end and draw seam 
allowance around it except at one end which 
is marked for fold. 

FRONT 

This pattern may be used to make a four
piece skirt by following directions for four
piece skirt in Lesson 30. 
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Fou R-PIECE FLARED SKIRT 

1. Lay drape of two-piece skirt on stiff 
paper. Draw around it and remove. Cut out. 
Draw a line straight down from base of dart 
to bottom of skirt. 

2. Draw a line full length halfway between 
front line and new line. 

3. Draw a line halfway between side-seam 
line and new line. 

SKIR:-

. 
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4·. Slash and spread about 6 inches in eac_ 
slash. You may spread the slashes as desire_ 
according to the width of skirt wanted. f 
circular skirt, pattern may be spread till fro::.. 
and side seams arc at right angles. Be sure :.._ 
keep waistline same measurement. 

5. Repeat process on back section of sk::: _ 
Follow belt directions as preyiously given. 

6. Check on form. 
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TWO-PIECE SKIRT 

PEPLUM SKIRT 

I. Use skirt given in first set of directions 
in th is lesson. 
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2. For peplum, draw drape of skir t front on 
stiff paper. Mark, on center-front line, the 
length of peplum desired. 

3. Dr~w a line across pattern and cut off .. 

4. Draw lines as directed in making flared 
skirt. Spread pieces of pattern, adding about 3 
inches in each slash. It may be spread further 
if fuller peplum is desired. Draw around it 
and complete with seam allowance and 
notches. 

5. Repeat process for back section. 
6. Follow belt directions as previously 

given . 
7. Check on form. 



Chapter IX 

Draping Basic Six-piece Skirt 

Eight-piece Skirts 

Variations and Adaptations 



Lesson 33 

The six-piece skirt is one of the most popu
lar basic drapes. I t is used straight or with 
various amounts of flare according to the sea
son's requirements. 

Draping the Six-piece Skirt 

3. With your palm, smooth across the waist
line and place a pin at the intersection of the 
waistline and the side-front scam. 

4. Fold the paper on the side-front seam 

l. Place the paper on the center-front line, 
extending the top 1 inch above the 1vaistline. 

2. Place pins at waistline and at lower hip 
line, 12 inches down from waist. line. 
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5. Cut down the side-front seam line, leav
ing l -inch seam allowance. 

6. Place the second piece of paper on the 
side-front seam line, pinning at the intersec
tion of the waist and side-front seam. Pin at 
side-waist seam and lower hip line on side 
seam. 

SKIRTS 

7. Continue pinning do·wn the side-fron: 
seam. Be careful in pinning so as not to pi.:: 
too closely. Allow a little ease. Remembe:
that the form curves in from the hip dow:: 
and the skin must go straight down with sligk 
outward swing. 



SIX-PIECE SKIRT 

8. Turn your form around. Place another 
piece of paper on the center back. Keep this 
line smooth and straight. 

9. Place pins at waistline and at lower hip 
line. 
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10. vVith your palm, smooth across the 
form from the waistline to the side-back seam. 
Place a pin at the intersection of the waist
line and the side-back seam. 

ll. Fold at side seam. Cut off excess paper, 
leaving a seam allo·wance of 1 inch. 
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12. Turn form to the side. Place paper on 
the form at the side back. Pin at the ·waistline 
and the side-back seam line. 

1'3. P'in -the two ·p:ieces.o£ paper together at 
the side-seam line. 

14. With your palm, smooth the paper 
across the waistlinS! to the sidt~b.ack seam _and 
pm. 

SKIRTS 

15. Carefully cut off excess paper on the 
waistline. / 

16. With the ruler, mark a hem line on the 
skirt with a pencil or chalk. 

17. Remove the paper from the form. With 
the yardstick straighten skirt seam lines be
low hip line. Cut off hem line and excess seam 
allowance. 

J8, Checl<. O.Il form as pr1=v.iously dir.ec.ted. 
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Lesson 34 

You will find this six-piece base pattern 
very useful as it may be used for many types 
of garments. It is used for cotton, silk, or 
woolen dresses and suits. 

This pattern may be used to develop many 
different style skirts. We present here three 
variations: the six-piece flared skirt, the eight
piece plain skirt (which may be Dared by 
method given for the six-piece skirt), and the 
six-piece skirt with pleats. 

When desired, pleats may be added to each 
gore of either the six-piece or the eight-piece 
skirt by following the method given in this 
lesson. 

The amount of flare may be varied at will 
by adding more width in the manner given or 
by extending the flare line h igher up the seam 
lines. As more width is added the gore seams 
should be shortened to make the hem line 
more circular. 

PLAIN, SIX-PIECE SKIRT 

1. Lay each piece of skirt drape on stiff 
paper. Draw around each of them and re
move. 

Six-piece Skirt with Variations 
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2. 'With a yardstick, straighten edges and 
draw seam allowances as shown in figures. 

3. Draw notches and indicate fold. Mark 
straight of material on side-gore pieces. 

4. Make desired addition to bottom for 
hem. 

5. Make belt as directed in Lessons 30 and 
32. 

6. Cut again and redrape. 
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SIX-PIECE, F LARED SKJRT 
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1. Lay each piece of skirt drape on stiff 
paper. Draw around each of them and re
move. 

2. Measure out 1 Y2 inches on bottom line 
at side seam of center-front section. 

3. With yardstick, join this point with side
seam line half-way up as shown in figure. 

4. Measure out 1 Y2 inches at each side of 
bottom line on bo th side-front and side-back 
sections. With a yardsLick, join each of these 
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points with the side-seam line half-way up. 
5. Measure out 1 Y2 inches on bottom line 

at side-seam line of center-back section. Wi th 
a yardstick, join this point with the side-seam 
line half-way. 

6. Add seam allowance, notches, fold sigru. 
and mark for straight of material as shown in 
figures. 

7. Make belt as previously directed. 
8. Cut again and rcdrape. 



SIX-PIECE SKIRT 

PLAIN, EIGHT-PIECE SKIRT 

Follow directions given for plain, six-piece 
skirt and add scam allowance to both center
front and center-back seam lines as shown. 
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Srx-rrEcE SKIRT WITH PLEATS 

This skirt may be made with two pleats in 

fron t only as shown above, or with pleats in 
back also as shown in figures below. 
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SKIRT: 

1. Lay front section of six-piece skirt drap;: 

on stiff paper, draw around it, and remove. 

2. Measure a point about 12 inches u;: 
from the hem line on side seam. NoTE: Ple2.i.5 

may be any desired length from hip line do-.;,,_ 

3. Draw out 2 inches from. point made. 

4. Draw a line out 2 inches from botLo:::. 
line on side seam. With a yardstick, connec:. 

two points as shown in figure. 

5. For back section of pleat, draw a straigl::: 
line the length of the pleat. 

6. Draw parallel line 4 inches away from i.;. 

and close ends. Add seam allowance as show~ .. 

7. Repeat process on back and side sectiom 
if back pleats are desired. 

8. Complete pattern as shmvn in figures. 

9. Cut again and redrape. 
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Chapter X 

Draping Basic Princess Pattern 

Variations and Adaptations 



Lesson 35 

PRINCESS D RESS DRAPE 

Draping the Basic Princess Pattern 

1. Start with a piece of paper 46 inches 
long. Paste 2 sheets of paper together if neces
sary. 

The princess line drape is a most useful 2. Place the straight edge of tissue paper 
base pattern. It is used in waist or hip length on the center-front line of the form, extend
for jacket designs and long torso dresses. ing it 3 inches above neckline. 
Adaptations of the princess line base pattern 3. Place a pin at the neckline, at the waist-
for dresses are both practical and becoming. line, and at the hip line. 
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4. Cut from center-front line to shoulder 
on neckline; place a pin there. 

5. Cut from neckline to side-seam line on 
shoulder line; place a pin there. 

6. With the palm of the hand, smooth 
paper from center front over waistline and 
place a pin at side-fr ont line on waistline. 

7. Cut down side-front line, leaving about 
1 inch for seam alhwance. Tie sure to follow 
lines of form down to hip line and then 
straight down, as form curves in below hip 
line. Be sure to slope skirt line out slightly. 

PRINCESS PATTER:\ 

8. Place another piece of tissue, 46 inches 
long, on form so that the center of the paper 
is half-way between side fron t and side seam 
on waistline. Straigh t of material is indicate<! 
in figure. Be sure that tissue paper is high 
enough to pass shoulder 1 inch. 

9. Place pin on waistline at side-front line; 
place pin at waistline at side seam. 

10. Smooth paper up over bust and pin on 
shoulder line at side-front scam line. 

11. Smooth out over shoulder. Pin at shoul
der point. 

12. Cut shoulder-seam line from shoulder 
point to side-front seam line. 

13. Cut armscye line from side-seam line 
to shoulder point. 



BASIC PRINCESS PATTERN 
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14. Pin in side-front line with both pieces 
of tissue standing straight Otlt. Pin line from 
waist, to bust, to shoulder, close to form. It 
will be necessary to slash the excess paper in 
the seam allowance in scam line over bust so 
that you may keep seam line true. 

15. Pin side seam from waist to hip line 
close to form ; and from hip line down, 
straight but sloping out slightly. 

16. Trim seam allowance to about l inch. 

! 
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f 
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17. T um the form and place paper, same 
length, on side back of form as shown in fig
ure. Have center of .paper half-way between 
side scam and side-back seam line. 

18. Be sure paper is high enough to pass 
shoulder-seam line by l inch. 

19. Place pin on side-back seam line at 
shoulder-seam line. Place pin on shoulder line 
at shoulder point. 

20. Cut shoulder-seam line from shoulder 
point Lo side-back seam line. 

21. Cut armscyc from shoulder point to 
side-seam line. Be careful to follo·w accurately 
the armscye line as indicated by small metal 
plate on form. 
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22. Pin side seam together close to form, 
letting both edges of the paper stand straight 
out. Pin from the waistline down to the hip 
line and then straight down on out ward slop
ing line. Cut seam allowance to l inch. 

23. Place paper, same length, on form, the 
straight edge on center-back seam line as in
dicated. 

24. Place pins at the neckline, at the ·waist
line, and at the hip line. 

25. Place pin on waistline at side-back 
seam line. 

26. Cut around neckline from center back 
to shoulder .. Place pin. 

27 .. Cut shoulder line from neckline to 
side-seam line. 
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PRINCESS PATTER..' 

28. Pin side-back line from 1vaistline ~::.> 
shoulder line. 

29. Pin side-back line from waistline to hi
line and straigh t down on outward slopil:; 
line. 

30. Trim seam to 1 inch. 
31. With yardstick, measure desired leng-~ 

without hem allowance .. Mark with pencil c: 
chalk. Mark waistline also. 

32. Remove from form. 



BASIC PRINCESS PATTERN 

33. Lay drape flat on table and straighten 
seams with yardstick. Mark with pencil or 
chalk. 
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35. Lay sections of drape on stiff paper. 
DTaw around them and remove. 
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34. Cut off seam allowances. Be sure to cut 36. Lay shoulder sections together and 
exactly on seam line. make extension as in figures below. 

37. Add scam allowances and complete as 
in figures above. 



Lesson 36 

PRINCEss HousE DREss 

The first adaptation of the princess pattern 
is the house dress with the full-length back 
closing. 

Princess Pattern and Adaptations 

I . Lay front section of princess base pattern 
on stiff paper . Draw around it and remoYe. 
Base pattern should have shoulder adjustment 
as given in Lesson 35. 
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PRINCESS HOUSE DRESS 
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2. Extend hem line 3 inches past side-scam 
line. Draw straight l ine from th is point to 
side seam at hip line. 

3. Complete front section as shown. 
4. Add 4 inches to each side of the t'vo side 

sections and complete as shown in figures. 
5. Add 3 inches to side seam of back sec

tion. 
6. Add 3 inches to full length of center

back line for lap and hem for buttoning. Com
plete as shown in figures above. 
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7. Make facings as directed in Lesson 12. 
8. Draw lines on base pattern of sleeve. Cut 

and spread. Make sleeve twice the width of 
base pattern. 

9. Mark a point down 6 inches from the 
cenLer. 

1 0. Mark a point do·wn 2 inches from each 
end of the side-seam line and connect these 
points with a curved line as shown in figu re 
below. 
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11. Complete as in figure. 

PRINCESS PATTE~'\ 

12. To make pocket as shown in figure 
take one-half of a circle 8 inches in diameter 
mark diameler and add 4 inches for hem. 
tum down 2 inches and shirr on line. 

13. After Lhe entire pattern is completed 
cut again and reclrapc. 



Lesson 37 

T his frock shows how the princess house 
dress pattern may be varied. Use these direc
tions for the changes to be made. 
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Princess Pinafore Dress 
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l. Square the neckline. To do this, drai·V 
a square neckline as shown in figures. Com
plete facings as shown in Lesson 12. 

2. Adjust the back line. The illustration 
shows a closed center-back line. An under
arm zipper is used. If desired, the pinafore 
back in the original pattern may be used. 

3. Add sleeve ruffle. The figure shows the 
armscyc ruffle 1vhich should be t'ivice the 
length of the armhole measurement. 

c::::::::::::::. . . . . . . . . . 0 • • 0 ~ 

4. Make skirt ruffle. Mark side seam of the 
center-front section for placement of the 
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PRINCESS PATTER_"\; 
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ruffie. The first mark is about 3 inches £roc 
the waistline. The second mark is about 1 ~ 
inches from the waistline. This may be ad
justed to compliment the figure. The ruffie 
should be l Y2 times the length of the distance 
between the marks; the width varies with the 
figure. The ruffles should have a rolled hem. 



Lesson 38 Princess House Coat 

The third adaptation in this series of prin
cess patterns is a house coat. This pattern 
might also be used for a very dignified and 
flattering informal evening gown. In this case, 
the zipper closing would be at the center back. 
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I. Lay center-front section of princess pat
tern on stiff paper. Draw around it and re
move. Remember that the base pattern should 
have shoulder exLension as in previous les
sons. 
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2. Measure skirt length from waistline to 
floor. Extend center-front line to that meas
urement. 

3. Extend side seam of front section to floor 
length. 

1. Draw hem line and extend it out to a 
point 4 inches beyond side seam. Mark point 
Yf inch above end of seam line and curve new 
line from side-seam line to this point . 

. 5. Mark knee length on side seam and draw 
straight line from this point to end of the hem 
line as extended. Add 3 inches to bottom of 
skirt for hem. 

PRINCESS PATTER~ 
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6. Repeat process on side-seam line of cer:
ter-back section and on each side of other sec
tions. 

7. Mark for facing 2 inches back from cen
ter-front line and neckline up to the shoU:
der; also for neckline facing on center back. 

8. Mark V2-inch seam allowance, notches 
etc., completing pattern. 

9. Cut base pattern on line drawn for fac
ings at front and at neckline at front a::1:: 
back. Lay facing sections on stiff paper, d:ra- 
around them, and remove. 

l 0. Complete as shown. 
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PRINCESS HOUSE COAT 

I I. Use plain sleeve pattern with shifted 
dart as given in Lesson 17. 

12. Draw around sleeve and complete as 
directed in Lesson 17. 

13. Redraw lo·wer part of sleeve. Mark 2-
inch facing and complete as sho·wn. 

I61 

If back closing is desired, reverse facing di
rections for the center-back line and for the 
front neckline. 

After the pattern is complete, cut again in 
tissue paper or muslin and redrape. 



Lesson 39 

This type of pattern makes a practical street 
dress or spectator sports dress. This pattern 
can change with the season by the use of a 
different material. 

1. To develop this drape, start ·with the 
princess base pattern. Mark hip line 10 inches 
below the waist. Cut off on this line. 

2. Make shoulder extension. 

Two-piece Dress with Princess Lines 

3. Place sections on stiff paper; draw 
around them and remove. 

4. Draw neckline and facing line as shown. 
5. Make extension for pleat by marking 

out l }1 inches at waistline and at bottom of 
side seam of the center front' and center back. 

6. Connect these extension points with a 
straight line. 
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TWO-PIECE DRESS 

7. Make the same extension on the front 
line of the side-front section and the back line 
of the side-back section. 

8. To make the pleat insert, draw a straight 
line the length of the pleat; make a parallel 
line 3 inches away from the first line; join the 
ends; add seam allowances. 

9. Complete pattern as shown in figures. 

I 0. ·Make facings as directed in Lesson 12. 
11. To make the pocket, draw a line from 

the waistline on the front seam of the side
front section to a point 6 inches up on the 
under-arm seam of the side section. Lay the 
side sections together so that the under-arm 
seam laps. Continue on curved line to the 
waistline on the back seam of side-back sec
tion. 

~------------~~· L--~---- -· __ .J 
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12. Trace pocket section ,-\Tith patterns 
lapped; cut out; lay on stiff paper and draw 
around it; complete as in figure. 

I 

,~------------~: 
'--------- _...J 

13. Use short, plain sleeve. Directions for 
this sleeve may be found in Lesson 16. 

14. For skirt, cut base princess pattern at 
waistline. Lay pattern sections on stiff paper. 
Draw around them and mark for pleats as in 
Lesson 33. 

15. Complete pattern as shown. 
16. Cut again and :redrape. 



Lesson 40 Princess line Sui t 
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3. Lay sections on stiff paper in order 
One of the most widely used base patterns shovm in figures. Draw around them andre

fer a suit is that derived from the princess move. 
drape. The jacket may be cut in any length 4. Locate top of pocket detail 4 inches be
according to the style dictates of any given lmv shoulder on side seam of center-front sec
season. It may be used as shown above, or may tion. Mark bottom of pocket detail 8 inches 
be flared below the hips. belovv the shoulder. 

l. Use base princess pattern. Mark line 10 5. Mark top of lower pocket detai12 inches 
inches below waistline. Cut on this line. below the waistline and mark bottom of this 

2. Extend center-front line 2 inches for lap. pocket detail 6 inches below the waistline, 
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PRINCESS LINE SUIT 

6. Mark turn-back section of pocket detail 
1 inch out from seam line. 

7. Repeat on lower pocket section. 
8. Mark line for stitching. 
9. Complete pattern. 
10. Repeat on front seam of side-front sec

tion. 
11. Complete all sections of pattern. 
12. For back of pocket detail, measure line 

4 inches long and 2 inches wide; draw lines to 
point ends; complete pattern. 

13. For facing, lay front section on stiff 
paper again. Redraw center-front line from 
bottom of pattern to 3 inches out on shoulder 
line. Remove jacket front section. Extend bot
torn line of facing 4 inches and connect this 
extension with the shoulder line with a 
curved line. 

14. Complete pattern detail. 
15. Lay center-back section of pattern on 

stiff paper and draw neckline and 2 inches 
down on center back and 2 inches out on 
shoulder. Remove back section and draw 
lower line of facing. Complete as shown. 

16. Use the plain, fitted sleeve base pat
tern. Slit pattern from top to bottom and 
spread 2 inches at the bottom and 1 inch at 
the top. Redraw on stiff paper. Cut out. This 
gives a sleeve with width enough for a coat 
sleeve pattern. 
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17. Fold back edges evenly so that they are 
separated 1 inch at the bottom and 2 inches 
at the top as in the first figure above. 

18. The next figure shows the crease 
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marks. Cut on the creases and put pieces to
gether for under-arm section as shown in 
first figure below. 
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19. Straighten wristlineandadd lYz inches 
for turn-back. 

20. Mark for slash at elbow. Spread 1 inch 
and redraw. Draw seam allowance and exten
sion. Complete as in the last two·figures. In 
making sleeve pattern, be sure that the 
notches match. 
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21. To make the skirt, use either the prin
cess base pattern from the waistline down or 
the six-gore base skirt pattern. The skirt sec
tion of the princess pattern is the same as that 
of a six-gore skirt. Directions for the six-gore 
skirt are given in Lesson 34. 

22. Make belt as previously directed. 
23. After the pattern is completed, cut 

again in tissue paper or muslin and redrapc. 
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PRINCESS PATTERN 
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This pattern adapts well to any season as 
the effect may be changed by lengLhening the 
jacket or flaring it. 

All skirts in this book are about 29 inches 
long but may be lengthened or shortened as 
the season may demand. As has been said be
fore, we have covered the basic lines and pro
portions and these may be used to design styles 
of any season by following the rules given. 


